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Remembering the Inland Empire's Only
Colored Civil War Soldier

'Volner Lamont Stokes,
31, an African American
man, was shot and killed
outside of the Ysmael
Villegas
Community
Center and park this week.
Police say they felt threatened when he raised the
knife he had in one hand
and the screwdriver in the
other partially extending
them towards the officers,
said Felix Medina, Public
Information Officer.
According to police, on
Tuesday, May 27, 2003 at
approximately 1:06 p.m.,
Riverside Police Officers
Tina Banfill and Adam
Brown responded to the
corner of Esparanza Street
and Marguerita Ayenue

.

after a citizen called about a
suspicious person sittipg
inside a vehicle at that Joca- •
tion. He had been sitting
since 9:00 a.m. Shortly
after 1:40 p.m. two officers
arrived on scene and made
contact with the man. He
was sitting inside a 1997
silver Acura.
· Four minutes later he
was shot. He was transported to Riverside Community
Hospital where he was pronounced
dead.
Investigators later learned
the vehicle had been report, ed as a stolen vehicle.
According to the police
report, when the officers
arrived the man exited his
car holding a knife in one
hand and a screwdriver in
See SHOOTING, Page A-4

Irvin, Top Athlete/Scholar, Chooses
aBalance~ College Experience
The Btack V'lice News
RIVERSIDE

By Megan Carter

Nathan Irvin has been
named the Arthur Ashe Jr
Male Sports Scholar of the
Year. He is a senior at the
University of California,
Riverside arn;I a graduate
of Riverside Polytechnic
High School. He is also a
Biology major. Nathan is
one of the nation's best in
track and field and he will
soon be one of the best in
medicine. He will attend
Harvard in the fall.
Irvin has been on the
Dean's List every year he
has been in college. He has
also been in the Bio-Med
program but dropped out
so that he could have a
more balanced college
experience. Sports and
medicine both are very
important to him so in his
third year he withdrew
after being told he could
not successfully do both.
He has been the president of the African
Americans United in
Science, and is the Student
Representative on the

Nathan Irvin

Vines Foundation Board.
This young man has
been accepted to Cornell,
Yale, the University of St.
Louis, UCLA and the
University
of
San
Francisco.
He has volunteered for
two years with the SOAR
program, working with
disadvantaged children in
the community. He has
also been a mentor to help·
ease students into the
demanding program.
He is featured in the
April edition of Black
Issues
In
Higher
Education. The top female
athlete of the year was
Kara Lawson from the
University of . Tennessee,
Knoxville.

:v ines Medical Society Active
Organization in the I.E.
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Megan Carter

In a recent report just released by the American
Medical Society, Blacks are left out of the health care loop
and local Black physicians have been working to change
that scenario. In the Inland Empire the James Wesley
mes, Jr. Medical Society'. Inc. was there when 911

threatened every medical facility. They held a continuing
education workshop on Bio-Terrorism inviting the community to hear what physicians were hearing on the most
present danger.
They also helped a number of students take the MCAT
or enroll in classes that would help them pass it.
This was under the leadership of Lisa Gilkes, M.D.
who has since left the area to practice in Atlanta, GA. The
Inland Empire will miss her but another action-oriented
physician Ancel J. Rogers, M.D, has succeeded her.

Jay Rosner, Dr. Jamllla Moore, Dr. Lisa Perry GIikes, Dr. Ernest Levister

Jay Rosner, Dr. Lisa Perry GIikes, Dorothy Inghram, Cheryl Brown, Hardy Brown, Dr. Ancel Rogers

E-Mail to: pressrelease @blackvoicenews.com

.'.,

}

The Vines have also taken the first steps to name a
humanitarian award after Dr. Howard Inghram, the first
Black physician to practice in San Bernardino. The first
recipients of the award were Hardy and Cheryl Brown in
recognition of the national honor they received from the
Gallery of Greats. Also honored was Jay· Rosner, J.D.
Executive Director of the Princeton Review Foundation.

P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502 (909) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 2002

Rosner has helped place 60 students into medical
school per year. He has been a presenter at the Vines
Educational Symposium for the past two years.
A gala event, held at the Ontario, CA Double Tree
Hotel last spring, was a time for the ever-pressured "docs"
to relax with music and fun gaming for wonderful prizes.
See VINES, Page A-4
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

COMMENTARY
Reviving America's Spirit of Optimism

Editorial
Effective Leadership in
Riverside

To Be _Equal

By Hardy Brown
In "The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People" Stephen R. Covey,
speaks of people being proactive,
beginning with the end in mind and
putting first things first. The recent
unanimous decision by the Riverside
City Council to appeal a Riverside
County judge's order to return
Wayne Stewart back to work in my
mind fits that kind of proactive leadership. They have said many times
Hardy L. Brown
that they want a police department
that is above .reproach and one the entire community can be
proud of and trust. This decision will go a long way in doing
that and restoring the community's faith in a city and police
department that seem to have lost their way after the shooting death of Tyisha Miller. This decision says we will not tolerate ill conceived plans when rendering service to the public. This decision says we will not tolerate a celebration of a
bad conclusion whenever a life has been taken. This decision
says we will not tolerate insensitive statements such as "they
ought to be happy we shot her with black bullets." This decision says we will not tolerate police officers trying to coverup their actions. This decision says we will not tolerate police
officers intimidating one another while trying to protect each
other's incompetence. This decision says the public good of
fairness is a higher standard that all of us must strive for.
This decision says to the public that even when we are wrong
we will try to correct our errors no matter how hard it hurts
to do so, not because we want to but because the public institution we serve demands it.
And the new leadership of the Riverside NAACP is to be
commended for admitting in a public meeting that they
missed the train when Tyisha Miller was killed by those
police officers in 1998. However, they w.ill not make that mistake about the officers being returned back to work. In other
words, Waudier Rucker-Hughes said this time around, .the
NAACP will help the engineer start the engine on the civil
rights train. They will assist with selecting the proper boxcars to ensure room for all to ride. They are saying the legal
boxcar is attached to properly derail this judge's order. They
even put on a boxcar with the sky dome to monitor the
actions of the city prior to the decision and they made sure
the caboose was in place so no one could escape the wrath of
the nations largest, baddest, boldest; most feared civil rights
organization in the nation. Yes the new leadership of the
NAACP is to be commended for stepping up to the plate and
saying we will not allow this injustice to continue.
Finally, the Press Enterprise is to be commended for calling
on the city to appeal the judge's order of reinstatement. ~hey
are saying stand up now and live out the dream of equality
in this All America City of Riverside. Yes it might cost us
some money in order to settle the issue, but what is money
compared to fairness, justice, equality, integrity, openness,
and tolerance of people of a different color, sexual orientation, religious faith or lifestyle?
Yes this decision fits a new book, the book of Effective
People in a Community Leadership position.
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By Marc H. Moria!
President and CEO
National Urban League

Last week I became the beneficiary of a great privilege and respon-

sibility: I was appointed president
and chief executive of the National
Urban League.
Actually, I can say without hesitation that long before last week I
was a beneficiary of the Urban
League, too.
For its commitment since its
founding ninety years ago to
expanding opportunity for African
Americans is part of the bedrock of
progress which made it possible for
me to aspire to, to compete for, and
to serve for two years as a senator in
the Louisiana state legislature, and
then serve two four-year terms as
the mayor of that great southern
metropolis, New Orleans.
Of course, I wasn't the first
African-American to hold that posi-

tion. My late father, Ernest· N.
"Dutch" Morial, was Mayor of New
Orleans for two terms from 1977 to
1986.
Yes, thankfully, there were many
factors during the decades of . the
twentieth century which helped
make it possible for my father and I
to hold such positions, and for my
mother, Sybil Moria!, an educator,
to have been so involved in the
broad civic life of our home city and
state.
But there's no question that I owe
a great deal to the long, diligent
work of the National Urban League
in readying African Americans for
full citizenship-and in readying
White Majority America for the full
participation of African Americans
in our nation's stewardship.
And there's no question, either,
that now the full participation of all
Americans in our country's civic
life is more critical than ever.
The United States faces a crisis
on several fronts that was unimaginable just a few short years ago.
This week we've had fresh, tragic evidence that the murderous
intent of some to plunge the world
into a whirlwind of violence has not
abated, and thus, the global war
against terrorism, and the anxiety
an.d uncertainties that attend it, will
continue.
We've also had fresh evidence
that the economic dow.nturn in this
country is threatening to grow
sharper and widen the gaps that
exist in access to capital for business development, and in access to
quality education, decent housing,

and affordable health care, to name
just a few pressing needs.
Even though the alarming statistics on the number of jobs the economy has lost, the number of
Americans who are out of work and
the number of Americans who are
so frustrated they've stopped looking for work have been submerged
by war news, those realities remain,
sapping the economic and spiritual
strength of the nation.
And we've also had fresh evidence recently that the struggle for
equal opportunity for all Americans
continues.
The University of Michigan affirmative action case now before the
U.S. Supreme Court is a fundamental barometer of whether the nation
will continue without interruption
its just expansion of the boundaries
of opportunity. As Americans from
all walks of life-from university
students to Fortune 500 chief executives to retired top military brasshave said in unprecedented fashion
recently, the nation cannot afford to
try• to halt the racial progress that's
been made.
To pretend that affirmative action
has not been a vital cause of that
progress is just that-pretense.
I sought to become head of the
National Urban League for the
same reasons I entered politics in
Louisiana: Because I believe we
can make life · better for all
Americans. I believe we must make
life better for all Americans.
That belief bardly originated with
me, or with my patents. Indeed, the
original slogan the founders of the

Urban League devised in 1910"Not Alms, but Opportunity"spoke volumes.
It declared that a hand up, not a
hand-out was what AfricanAmerican migrants then flooding
the cities from the rural South needed in order to adapt to the ways of
modem urban life and contribute
their fair share to America's greatness.
The founders of the Natioual
Urban League had the foresigtlt,
and the faith in their fellow hum:m
beings, to see that that was the rqute
to progress. And they underst§f<I
what the great scientist Al~ert
Einstein once noted..:_that in ev~}y
crisis there is opportunity. ~y
were confident then that Afrrc n
Americans could overcome the pfufound barriers that held them fmm
full participation in American life;
they were determined that tqey
would.
I.
Now, as then, the National Ur an
League will be part of the mosaic ~f
people and organizations that !11
improve the quality of life in
United States.
We are as confident as our pr
cessors were of America's abili o
overcome the multiple challenges
that confront us today, and we ~y
intend to use our energies to h p
corral the expertise that exists w·
in America and revive the char teristic American spirit of optimi
to reinvigorate for the 21st een
the national commitment to expa ing opportunity.

,

Extreme Black Child.Poverty Hits AHigh
By Marian Wright Edelman

A recent Children's Defense Fund
analysis found that the number of
Black children living in extreme
poverty is at its highest level in 23
years. In 2001, despite several years
of a booming economy, nearly one
million Black children lived in
extreme poverty, meaning tliey lived
in a family with an annual income of
less than half the federal poverty level
(in 2001, that meant disposable
income below $7,064 for a family of
three).
These numbers are a clear sign that
as a country we must invest in children now instead of passing irresponsible tax breaks for the rich. But
instead safety nets for the worst-off
families are being eroded by public
policies that cause fewer extremely
poor children of all races to receive
the cash and in-kind assistance that
could help shield them from deep
poverty. The Bush Administration is
now planning to dismantle Head
Start, block grant Medicaid and the
Children's Health Insurance Program,
and slash and freeze crucial services
designed to help these poorest children. It is shameful that one million
Black children are left behind in
extreme poverty. It is hard to be poor.
It is harder to be an extremely poor
Black child in America when our
President who says we should Leave

No Child Behind® is proposing massive new tax breaks for the richest
Americans.
Other recent studies bave shown
overall poverty has declined among
Black children, but failed to show the
record-breaking increase in extreme
poverty among these children.
Supporters of tougher welfare-towork requirements often note that
annual Black child poverty figures
reached their lowest point on record
in 2001. They use this to suggest that
the· last round of welfare-to work
requirements, enacted in 1996, didn't
lead to any serious loss of income for
affected children. .But there is another
side of the story for Black children.
The crisis of deepening poverty is
central to the story of Black children
in poverty in the wake of the 1996
welfare law: without it, the story is
incomplete. That is because more than
8 in 10 Black children on AFDC were
already poor in 1995, the year before
the law was signed. This means any
deterioration in the economic circumstances of most Black children on
we lfare can only be measured by
looking at the deepening or lessening
of tbe severity of poverty for these
already-poor children - not by
changes in official poverty rates.
To look more closely at the experience of Black children, the Children's
Defense Fund conducted a computer
analysis of data through 2001 from

Black English Overview
Black English is a tool used by
racist~ Whites to attack the selfesteem of Black people. Racists
advertise it as an indicator of poverty, ignorance, or stupidity while
pointing to formal English as the
language of the "cultured," classier,
and more elegant -- particularly
when used with an educated USA
northeast coast British-type accent.
These racist are correct in saying
that words _people speak and how
they speak them tend to mark their
social position and often determine
how much social mobility is to be
had within that position. But racists
are "dead wrong': when they "do
bad name calling" on Black English
speakers. Just Because They Say
Is It Bad Does Not Make It True!
In fact, there may be advantages of
Black English when used in times of
stress -- "hey man, it is what it is"'
translation: "do not get upset over
things you cannot change."
Furthermore, it has a certain rhythm
that soothes or prevents ruffled
emotions.
Compared with any other language in the world, Black English is
no better and no worse.
All
Languages Are Creoles because

Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D., F.A.C.S.

they developed by a combination of
isolation and invasion. The first
humans to develop language were
Africans, perhaps starting through
the imitation of sounds they heard in
nature. As members migrated and
formed a new tribe, they created a
Dialect (a recognizable variant of
the original). Overtime, the old language underwent changes away
from the new tribe's language. In
this way they became "cousins" (i.e .
Coi:nate Lani:uai:es) based on the
same historical mother tongue,
Eventually, hundreds of African Ian-

the U.S. Census Bureau's Current
Population Survey, the source of official government poverty statistics. We
found that not only is the number of
extremely poor Black children at its
highest level in the 23 years for which
such data exist, but the percentage of
Black children in extreme poverty is
also near a record N¥h (it reached a
23 year peak in 1992). The percentage
remains slightly higher than it was in
1996 when the welfare law was
signed, despite several years of economic boom in between.
CDF did additional studies to rule
out some possible explanations for
these trends, and found evidence that
the trends in extreme poverty were
not the result of potential pitfalls in
the survey data such as failure to
count income from live-in boyfriends
or other household members, possible
underreporting of welfare income, or
the presence of wealthy respondents
with very low annual incomes who
live off of sizable assets. Even after
accounting for these and other pitfalls,
the number of extremely poor Black
children remained significantly higher
in 2001 than in 1996.
We also found the dwindling safety
net for the worst-off families appears
to have influenced the trends. Fewer
and fewer otherwise-extremely-poor
children of all races receive cash public assistance. A growing number
have no assistance despite their

extreme poverty. This is not ju t a
crisis for Black qhildren but or
Brown ahd White children too. gut
public policy is riot inevitable.
Wendell Phillips, the abolitioni~t.
fervently condemned slavery in the
1840s as a "moral outrage" even whhn
his cause seemed hopeless. A friend
asked him after a speech, "Wendell,
why are you so on fire?" Phillips
replied: "I am on fire because I liave
mountains of ice before me to mel~."
Child poverty in the wealthiest nati~n
on Earth is unjust, immoral, and pr~ventable. But the nearly twelve mb.lion American children who live In
poverty-and the one million ·Black
children growing up right now in faiiiilies with annual incomes of $7,000 pr
less need fired-up adults who will
stand up and say so. We are fac· g
mountains of ice in our struggle today
too, but fire is still more powerful. :
Are you a torch for justice for ch~ldren?

I

Marian Wright Edelman >is
President and Founder of t~e
Children's Defense Fund whose mission is 10 Leave No_ Child Behin4?
and to ensure every child a Healt~y
Start, a Head Start, a Fair Start, 'a
Safe Start, and a Moral Start in lffe,
and successful passage to adultho&d
with the help of caring families a d
communities.

guages developed in Central and called Romance languages becau e
Southern Africa, each traceable to they are variants of Latin, sired *y
Bantu -- a large group of Negro Roman conquests. The Romans
I
tribes including the Zulus (south- invaded each of the areas where
eastern Africans, chiefly in Natal), those languages are now spoken ruid
Basutos (of Lestro and the western colonized them with veterans of tl).e
border of Natal), Xosas (in the Imperial Legions. They intermi Transkei east of Cape Province in gled with the local folks, cornmu ·South Africa), Swazis (Southeast •eating at first by a pid&in of La
Africa, Zulu related) and Bechuanas and the local tongue. The pidg · ,
(Botswana in Southern Africa). The used in making seduction and bu ilanguages of these tribes represent a ness trades, was mostly Latin sin e
family and a family feature is the conquerors always do most of t e
great use of prefixes in inflection. talking and the people they ensla e
The Bantu nations extend from the do most of the listening. This j
Swahili of Zanzibar (Tanzania) bled pidgin language subsequen y
below Kenya all the way south to expanded to crowd out the langua e
include th~ many tribes of South of both the conquered and the cohAfrica. In tum, the Bantu languages querors and, in its new capacity o:t, a
are part of the higher Niger-Congo mother tongue, became a Creole
language a~, for example, by the
family.
After invasion by the Europeans Portuguese. Obviously, this procers
into Africa, there was a fast and dra- took place over hundreds of year.s.
matic creation of new languages. In the mid 15th century, when tljte
Traditionally, the European lan- African slave trade was begun by
guages have been di:vided into the the Portuguese, their language w~s
Teutons (English, Germans, Dutch , the "seed'' for all European-based
Flemings, Danes, Norwegians, and pidgins and Creoles -- despite lati!r
Swedes); the Latins (French, contributions from all other la• Hence, Portugue e,
SJ?anish, Portuguese, Belgians, guages.
Italians, Romanians, and Greeks); English, Spanish, French, Arabf.,
and the Slavs (Russians, Poles, and African form the core of Black
Slovenes, Slovaks, Czechs, and English.
Serbs).
French, Portug uese,
Spanish, Italian, and Romanian, are Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D

j
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North Fontana CelebratesJuneteenth

. ,()

'. ~ Celebration commemorates African American free,_pom
.
t)

·1 , · Tlie Black Voice News
' .,J

FONTANA

•J ' .J

The North Fontana Parade
t..tilommittee and the City cif
,;a~:mtana are preparing for their
•.lahnual Juneteenth Celebration to
,-l1J~ held on June 14, 2003 at the
1
• :fessie Turner Center. The event
11
~tarts . at 10:00 a.m. and lasts
'" ~\
;Mfltil 5:00 p.m. The City of
,~lj:mtana is proud of this event
(.:llaiat exalts the emancipation of
,,t/llilves.
JlilToday · Juneteenth commemo.,_ rtltes Afri.can American freedom
and emphasizes education and
1 •1ifthievement.
It will be an all

day event marked with guest
· speakers, talent and fashion
shows,
picnics, · food/craft
booths, and entertainment. It
will be a day for families of all
· cultures to reflect and rejoice. It
will be a time for assessment,
self-improvement and for planning the future. This year's
Juneteenth will be held in a "picnic" fashion, so bring blankets,
lawn chairs and pillows.
Juneteenth is the oldest known
celebration of the ending of slavery. Dating back to 1865, it was
on June 19th that the Union soldiers, led by Major General

Gordon Granger, landed at
Galveston, Texas with news that
·the war had ended and that the
enslaved were now free. Note
that this was two and a half years
after
President
Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation which had become official
January
1,
1863.
The
Emancipation Proclamation had
little impact on the Texans due to
•the minimal number of Union
troops to enforce the new
Executive order. However, with
the surrender of General Lee in
April of 1865, and the arrival of
General Granger's regiment, the
forces were finally strong
enough to influence and overcome the resistance.

Later attempts to explain this
two and a half year delay in the
receipt of this important news
have yielded several versions
that have been handed down
through the years. Often told is
the story of a messenger who
was murdered on his way to
Texas with the news of freedom.
Another, is that the news was
deliberately withheld by the
enslavers to maintain the labor
for.ce on the plantations. And
still another, is that federal
troops actually waited for the
slave owners to reap the benefits
of one last cotton harvest before
going to Texas to enforce the
Emancipation Proclamation. All
or none of them could be true.

}; :l

Race In Medicine - Part IV
Dr. Quincy -- The Power of the Butterfly

accurately reflect our society. A just
society must ensure that equal opportunity exists for all that are both qualified and interested in pursuing a
career in medicine. With the current
crisis in healthcare, diversity in medical education is es~ential in cultural
care, research and service.
Dr. Qu.nicy Almond was one of a
handful of minorities receiving the
MD that day. Congratulations,
Quincy, you are one of us, now. You
hold the keys t,o generations of others
like you. Somewhere in the world,
there is a proverbial butterfly beating
its wings, starting a wave of reactions that may soon cause hurricaneforce winds to beat down the doors at
UC Riverside and howl at the steps
the U.S, Supr~me Court.

ing, witnessing the exhilaration of limit the numbers of minorities on
his father, mother, host of siblings, college campuses - but it's often diffriends and classmates, I could only ficult to understand the long-term
step back a mere five years and problems that would arise from a
rememb~r a heartbroken Quincy at lack of diversity in h.igher education.
the crossroads of his most formidable In medical education, however, the
challenge. Despite a stellar academ- long-term consequences are clear. A
ic performance in UC Riverside's ruling that makes the use of race in
maligned Bio Medical Sciences college admissions unlawful would
Program, in 1998, Quincy's dream of severely harm the health of the
becoming a doctor was shattered. nation.
Up until the 1960s, medical
The Phi Beta Kappa graduate was
systemically eliminated from the schools were segregated as most
program and left to ponder the truly other institutions in American socieOn Friday, May 16, Quincy devastating policies governing med- ty.
Almond graduated from the medical ical school admissions and how best
Three quarters of all Africanhool at UC San Francisco, one of to press on.
American physicians were trained at
,· e world's most prestigious medical
As we begin to consider possible the country's two historicaJly Black
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail
l'"i stitutions. Little did Quincy know, U.S. Supreme Court rulings in The medical schools, Howard University concerning
their body but regrets
' "no matter how seemingly remote to University of Michigan cases, we and Meharry Medical College. The that he is not able to answer individan ailing child in South Los Angeles, seem to miss the point of how truly other 81 medical schools at the time ual letters. Your letters will be incor''r,is achievement has far reaching . devastating a ruling that makes race averaged one Black student every porated into the column as space
:.~/I'plications like a butterfly flutter- conscious decisions unlawful would other year. The past four decades permits. You may direct your letters
have seen a great deal of pro.gress, to Dr. Levistifr in care of Black Voice
11ng its wings and ultimately causing be for our society.
'·•a h~cane. Watching this young _ We underst~~ 1\he, s~o_rt~~~,iy1, f1al- , but.p1ere is 1st\ll a great deal of wo!k News, f. 0. Bo.K 1581, ~iverside, CA
ll:!\111.pebwr'~°e fo'r the traditional hoocf,' r
•
1tles - that such a dec1s1on wowd to tie done 1f medical schools are to '92502.
,,jtti'
.

J

General Order Number 3
One of General Granger's first orders of business was to
read to the people of Texas, General Order Number 3
which began most signif!cantly with:

"The people of Texas are informed that in accordance with
a Proclamation from the Executive of the United States,
all slaves are free. This involves an absolute equality of
rights and rights of property between former masters and
slaves, and the connection heretofore existing between
them becomes that between employer and free. laborer."

The reactions to this profound news ranged from pu re
shock to immediate jubilation. While many lingered to
learn of this riew employer to employee relationship,
many left before these offers were completely off the lips
of their former 'masters' - attesting to the varying conditions on the plantations and the realization of freedom.
Even with nowhere to go, many felt that leaving the plantation would be their first grasp ol freedom. North was a
logical destination and for many it represented true· freedom, while the desire to reach family members in neighboring states drove the some into Louisiana, Arkansas
and Oklahoma. Settling into these new areas as free men
and women brought on new realities and the challenges
of establishing a heretofore non-exi,stent status for black
people in America. Recounting the memories of that great
day in June of 1865 and its festivities would serve as motivation as well as a release from the growing pressu res
encountered in their new territory. The celebration of June
19th was coined 11Juneteenth11 and grew with more participation from descendants. The Juneteenth . celebration
was.a time for reassuring each other, for praying and for
gathering remaining family members. Juneteenth colltinued to be highly revered in Texas decades later, with
many former slaves and descendants making an annual
pilgrimage back to Galveston on this date.
For whatever the reason, conditions in Texas remained status
quo well beyond what was statutory.

Parts of this story taken f rom
Juneteenth. com

Sex Can Change Evervthinu.
Especiallv Your Future.
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your partner need to think about. STis like Chlamydia can harm you if they go untreat-

---■■■
• 8 out of 10 teen pregnancies are unintended?

ed. This can prevent you from having a family when you decide you are ready. You may

• 1 in 4 people will get a sexually transmitted infection (STI) in his or he lifetime?

not even know you have an STI. In fact, up to 85 percent of,women and 40 percent of

• Only 1 out of 3 teen moms will ever finish high school?

men who have Chlamydia do not show symptoms.

• There's a place to go for confidential, no-cost, and
,- '

,

By signing up· for Family PACT you will have access to counseling, birth control methods

personal health services?

,\·

..

including condoms, the skin patch, birth control pills and the vaginal ring as well as STI

I, ,1,.
\.,.

\)

., .

If you're p.lanning to have sex, or are already sexually active, there's a new teen health

and HIV testing. And through Family PACT, you'll also have access to emergency contra-

program that offers information and counseling services to help you make smart deci-

ception, which can prevent an unintended pregnancy when used within 72 hours after

sions. Family PACT (Planning, Access, Care and Treatment) is

unprotected sex.

•

a program provided by the California Department of Health
IJ

'J

... '

Services that offers no-cost, · personal and confidential

For more information, or to find a Family PACT provider nea r

services for low-income and uninsured California men, women

you, please call 1-866-FAM-PACT or visit the Web site at

and teens.

w~w.itsuptome.org.
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Deciding to have sex is a big responsibility. It can lead to an
unintended pregnancy; something that the nearly 53,000
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California teens who gave birth last year are dealing with

0

today. It's up to you to make smart decisions so that you

1

can go to school, spend time with your friends, play sports

,~~!
OFFIC E OF FAMILY PLANNING
CALIFORNIA DEPA RTM ENT OF HEALTH SERVICES

and go to the movies, instead of spending your time caring
(

l
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for a baby.
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Sma.rt decisions can help you in other ways as well. When

.5

d.

you choose to be sexually active there are things you and

·! GI
Family PACT is provided by the California Department of Health Services. It is California's innovative approach to provide comprehensive family planning services to low-income men, women and teens.
There are more than 2,500 provide~ of Family PACT services throughout California. The program fills a critical gap in heolth care for under-insu~ed and uninsured Californians.
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CIVIL WAR
Continued from Front Page

Mississippi, the heart of cotton country and shortly after his birth the
Cotton Gin was just invented.
Not much is known about his
younger years but in 1861 the Civil
War began with a Confederate attack
on Fort Sumter in April and in May
the Union declared fugitive slaves as
contraband of war.
In "Lest We Forget," Velma
Thomas explains that from the beginning of the war Blacks were forced by
the Confederates to dig trenches, build
forts, and do other menial tasks. On
January
1,
1863
after
the
Emancipation Proclamation was
issued Colored Troops were first

VINES
Continued from Front Page

The Vines are the strongest opponents of the l!CR Bio-Med program
due to its extremely ~gh rate of failure with African Americans and other
students of color. Many students
have left the UCR program only to

given guard duty and later were put
into combat. According to the
"Golden Book of the Civil War" they
were accepted by the White soldiers
when it was determined that they
would have White officers and they
could get higher pay, most Colored
Troops fought more desperately to
avoid going back into enslavement. In
March of 1865 the Confederate
Congress passed a law allowing the
enlistment of Negro slaves. It was too
late.
According to the Certificate of
Records of the Soldiers and Sailors
Historical and Benevolent Society, at
the age of 22 on April I 5, 1865,
months before the _end of the war
Prince enlisted from Macon, County,
GA to serve for three years. He was
mustered into the service at Atlanta,

GA as a Private of Captain William G.
Kingscott's Company A, 136
Regiment United States Colored
Volunteer infantry, Col. Andrew J.
Jones, commanding, who was succeeded by Col. Richard Root.
The report said Prince E. Edwards
was in all the services of his regiment
in the Department of Georgia and was
always at his ~post of duty, having
achieved a gallant record for meritorious service and soldierly conduct at
all times. He received a certificate of
Honorable Discharge at Augusta, GA,
January 4, 1866, by reason of expiration of term of service, reads the docwnent.
Prince married Jennie_ Cook on
January 1, 1871 in Fulton County,
GA. In 1885 he was a wagon master
for a group from Georgia and along

with their five children they migrated
to Riverside, San Bernardino County
(That is before the counties were
split).
1n 18~9 their youngest Eugene was
the first Black child to be born in
Riverside. He was one of four to live
to adulthood. The three others were:
Charles, Thaddeus, and William.
Eugene moved to Los Angeles after
his first marriage. At the tum of the
century, he served as chauffeur for the
mayor of Los Angeles and was a fireman. Charlie joined the Ringling
Bros. Circus as a Drum M ajor and
traveled all over the United States. He
was also a comedian and tap dancer,
performing locally. His son William
served in the 24th U.S. Infantry,
Spanish American War, from Fort
Baird, New Mexico. He was also a

On June 28, 1920, Prince Edward's
musician in his Regimental Band and
served in the engagement of San Juan died from a stroke. Buried in
Evergreen Cemetery he is honored as
Hill, Cuba.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards were charter one of the 20 buried in the "Walk of
members of Second Baptist Church in Fame".
Riverside. She was a culinary artist
His great-grandchildren and other
and very active in the church and descendents still live in Riverside.
Special thanks to Lorraine Taylor
community. They were all musically
and her sister; Carrie Hamilton for the
talented.
In 1898 Prince became a member information for this article.
of the Odd Fellows Organization and
was one of the few
Blacks who was a
member of a predominately White
2003 Motor Trend Sport/Utility of the Year!!
organization, Post
118, Department of
California
and
Nevada
Grand
Army
of
the
Republic.

The NEWVolvo XC90 ·

become extremely successful in Ivy
League schools.
The Vines is a highly active group.
They have partnered with other
health/legal and community based
organizations to focus on health in
the Black community.
Last fall their educational workshop, "Access Denied" dealt with the

Afso Coming in May The NEW S60R with: .

Dr. and Mrs. GIibert Bush

Dr. and Mrs. Leondras Jackson

Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Levister

SHOOTING
Continued f rom Front Page

the other. He raised the knife and
scre"-l(!river in front of his chest and
partially extended them toward the
officers. He walked toward the officers causing them to fear for their
safety.
The officers repeatedly
ordered the man to drop the knife, but
he did not comply with their commands.
Both officers fired their handguns
at the suspect. He was struck several
times in his upper torso. The officers
immediately summoned medical aid.

,·.

He was treated at the scene prior to
being transported to Ri verside
Community Hospital where he was
pronounced deceased.
No officers or civili<VJS were
injured during the incident. The officers were placed on paid administrative leave pursuant to Riverside
Police Department Policy.
According to reports. the officers
fired and bullets went into an adjacent
home.
Medina said the reason for the use
of lethal force was because they didn't
have time. " It (the situation) developed so fast they were not able to

problem our children face in higher
education. "We probed deeper into
the problems affecting our children
and the barriers to higher education
placed before them," said Gilkes.
Always available to share their
knowledge, Dr. Ernest Levister presented a talk in a UCR series on
hypertension and diabetes, two diseases that affect Blacks dispropor-

tionately. While podiatrist Dr.
Leondras Jackson led the group's
participation in the "Walk for Heath"
Gilbert Bush M .D . is the webmas-

ter for the site located
at
www.aahn.com.

300 HP High-pressure turbo engines
6-speed manual close-ratio transmission
Bi-Xenon headlamps
Blue watch dial instruments
Volvo navigational system with DVD map
data and remote control
Exciting new color options include:
- Flash Green/Passion Red
- Ice White/Sky Blue
Call Ray Stanford
- Black Sapphire
Cell: 909-268-9053
Select Models Only

Volvo of Inland Empire

VOLVO

785 W, Showcase Dr. South
San Bernardino, CA 92408

909-889-0101

deploy the less lethal, distance played
into it also," he said. "We will continue to investigate· the incident. Taking
witnesses statements," said Medina.
Meantime the community is upset
· that the force was used so close to
children walking home and to tutoring
class at the center.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is encouraged to call
Detective Jirn Brandt at (909) 3208027 or Detective Ron Sanfilippo at
(909) 320-8051.
This article is based on information
receil,ed .11~ press time.
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Cigarette makers
s,y.they don't , ..
/ ifl~l'ket to Children;.
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DOJGU

smell

Quitting smoking is hard, but having a miscarriage while f ive months pregnant
is harder. So is having a baby born premature, or with underdeveloped lungs or
permanent learning disabilities and health problems. But all of those things
could happen if you don 't quit smoking.

SMOKE?~
For help quitting, call ·1-800-KIDS-025.
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Your choices
shape their chances.
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Is THIS how you want them to learn about sex?
·,I

,:
·,
I

I

If not, empower young people by giving them the
information they need to make healthy -and
positive decisions.
Teens need parents, mentors, teachers and other
caring adults to answer questions about love and
sex, reproduction and contraception. And they
nee'd accurate, age-appropriate information
about preventing pregnancy and sexually
transmitted infections.

According to a recent survey, African American
adults view teen pregnancy as a very serious
problem. They also report feeling comfortable
talking with teens about sex and birth control.
So take the time now to talk with a teen. You
can make a healthy difference in their life.
Teen pregnancy is also an adult problem. Let's
solve it together.

GET REAL f
ABOUT TEEN PREGNANCY •

For more information, visit www. letsgetreaL org.
T he "Get Real About Teen Pregnancy" public education campaign is funded by a grant to
O gilvy Public Relations Worldwide from T he Californi_a Wellness Foundation.
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

RELIGION

The Black Voice News

Religious Briefs
St. Anlhony's Hosts fiesta
2003
St. An~ony's Church of San
Bernardino will be having their
annual "Fiesta 2003" on
Saturday, June 7, from 12:00
noon to 11:00 p.m. and Sunday,
June 8, from 11:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m.
Admission is $1.00 and 15
years and under are free. The
Fiesta will feature live entertainment, game booths, raffles,
Fiesta Queen contest, a diversity
of many delicious foods, and
much more.
For more information or directions contact (909) 887-3810.

I
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Local Churches Support St. Paul Mother's Day Program
The Black Yr,ire New\'
SAN BERNARDINO

Alai Harris

Dorisalene Hughes

Alicia Hughes

L IVING WORD D ELIVERANCE

C HRISTIAN CHURCH
" An Anointed Word From the Lord"
6 11 Foothill B lvd., Suite 607 - Ria lto. Ca 92376
(Next to Zay"s Elegant Dining)

Macedonia MB Cllnh Hosts
Fashion Fai &I.IIICheon

Schedule of Worship Sen·ic,
Sunday School :
9:30 am
Morni ng Wor,,hip:
11 :00 am
M id -Week Prayer & Bible Study: Wed. 6 :30 am
··vouth Alive Every 4th Wed

Rev. Mary Jamerson-Polk

The Macedonia Missionary
Baptist Church's Missionary
Society will present their First
Annual "We're Steppin' Up on
Faith" Fashion Affair and
Luncheon on June 7, 2003
beginning at 2:00 p.m. until 5:00
p.m. The function will be held at
St. Andrew's Masonic Lodge,
comer of 8th and Perris Streets
in San Bernardino. For more
information contact Celeste
Williams, at (909) 888-3761.

Awesome pg., Ministries to
present anighl of inslrumental

Tahra Harris

"Crowns: Portraits of Black Women in Church H ats"
was the theme of the Mother's Day program presented
by the Lay Organization of St. Paul A.M.E. Church. The
Second Annual Mother's Day event was held at Cal
State San Bernardino. Quinn AME Church of Moreno
Valley and the Women's Ministry of 16th Street Seventh
Day Adventist Church joined in the co-sponsorship.
Models showed vintage hats owned by women -of the
churches. Youth from St. Paul, under the direction of
Christina Clark ~nd 16th Street (Little Harmony), under
the direction of M~nerva Mosley danced like David with

LARRAINIA
GOODLOE
Evangelist • Motivational Speaker '
Singer • Songwriter • Composer
19510 Van Buren Bl F-3
#199
Riverside, CA 92508
Sadikiproduction@aol.com

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLE ,

their spirited praise team performances. Christian comedian and author Richard 0. Jones, had the audience
laughing uncontrollably with his jokes and stories.
Tricia, the church organist gave an outstanding recitation
using much of Paul Laurence Dunbar's work. Event
MC's were Cheryl Brown and Linda Jackson. Kathy
Ervin and Andre Harrington were the program's directors. Harrington was the brains behind the theme.
Jeannette Morris .is the President of the , La)>
.,Organization.

African Methochst E piscopal Church
28073 Diaz Road. Suites J/K. Temecul a, CA 92590
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
Website: graceoftemec ula\'allyamechurch.org

\V/1uJtTe>r ~dlf. let him come.'
"All a re \Ve/come ··
9·00a.m.
Sunday c hool
Sunday Won.hip Se rvice
10:30 a .m.
7·30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Li ve Bible Study

OUR MISSION STATEMENT:

''7i, enjoy God rngeth~r ottd share Him wi1it

~

Others"

Linda Jackson

Im ani Temple Christian Fellowship

Vi~it the

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768

Church

Choice

. This
week

t

A Ministry of Excellence
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am 1
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
;
Wednesday lntercesspry Prayer 7:00 pm1
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm ,
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm
:

E-Mail: Imanitc@gte.net

of Your

Service Schedule
Masterlife Institute
Worship Service
lmani Village
Childrens Church
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

Rev. Larry E. Campbell 1
Pastor
•I

Straight From The Bible Ministries

(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

Sunday 9:00 • 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Jelanl Kaleta

Pastor Andre &
Glendalee
Jackson

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste.1 10
Moreno Valley• Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420-4184

'

Juanita Green

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.
317 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501

Life Church Of. God In Christ
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Ri"erside. CA 92509
To iI Free No. (877) 684-Life ~ Fax No. (909) 684-8 117
www.LIFECH URCHRIVERSIDE.o rg
"Celebrating 16 Year.5 of M ini:t.uy "
Church Motto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR G OD.
EXPECT GREAT TH INGS FROM GOD !

(909) 683-2840

BVN online

blackvoicenews.com

Order of Services
9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
6:45 p.m.
7 - 8:00 p.m.
8 - 9:00 p.m.

Pastor Ron and Lavette
Gibson

Sun. School
Sunday Service
Wed. Bible Study
Friday Prayer
Fri. Sabbath Worship

SPECIALANNOUNCEMENT-Youre're Invited

8th ANNUAL KOINONI A CONFERENCE ~ July 30, 31, and August I , 2003 at the
Riverside Convention Center with Guest Speakers: Pastor Paula White, Bishop Paul
Morton, Dr. Frederick K. C. Price, Pasto r S heryl Brady, & More!
Call to receive a brochure.

Pastor A.V.
Johnson

Sunday Night Gospel Show11
Celebrates Six-Year R111

11

The "Sunday Night Gospel
Show" (KNES-FM/99.1), hosted .
by 15-year radio veteran
Reverend Reginald Marshall,
Sr. , and heard each Sunday
evening from 9:00 p.m.-midnight (CST), has recently completed a successful six-year run.
Curreptly broadcasting from
Fairfield, Texas, as well as webcasting live worldwide via the
Internet, the program's seventh
season marks plans for 'the show
to expand with the possibility of
syndicating on KTCJ 105.9 FM.
Reverend Marshall comments,
"The past six years as host of
"Sunday Night Gospel" have
been the most enjoyable ones of
my life. In this business, you
never stop learning. Therefore, I
can only pray that God will continue to allow me the opportunity to develop my skills and talents into becoming all that he has
planned for my life.
'Sunday Night Gospel' is,
indeed, a Ministry on a mission."

909-318-6052 :
909-653-0063 ::

Ph:
Fax:

Lucy Baylark

Praise
Min. Ron Pearson, a resident
of Moreno Valley and a part of
the Inland Empire Gospel Music
Community, will be having his
firs{ video recording on May
30th 2003 at 7:00 P.M. at the
Faith Fellowship Bible Church 1
-4-225 Prado Rd. in the city of'
Corona.
Min. Pearson has played with a
number of professional Gospel
acts in the business today like:
Hezikiah Walker; Andre Crouch;
Judy McCallister; Bishop Paul S.
Morton; Daryl Coley; and Kurt
Carr and the Kurt Carr Singers.
He has also played for and
recorded with local acts like:
Bishop Kenneth Wells & The
Riverside Music Chorale; New
Jerusalem Foursquare Church;
Phaze Phive; Another Peace; and
various churches throughout the
Inland Empire
This Concert will feature Min.
Pearson doing what he does best,
play the bass in a way that will
portray God's Awesome Power.
For more information contact the
church office at 909-808-1803 or
Karin Pearson at 310-7 80-8221.

McClaurln, Pastor

FOR PASTORS, EVA pE1,IST MISSIONARIES, GE;NERAL
PUBLIC"

ROSS

SUNDAY

ORD

WEDNESDAY

WORSHJP SERVICES : 8am, 9:45am. 11:Joam, 6pm
BIBLE STUDY: 7:00pm <etme, for
CHILDREN' S CHURCH: 9 :45 A.M.
all Ages)
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON (aka Yout h Church) FRIDAY
SUPPORT GROUP:
4 pm
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7: 30pm.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH™
remember the Cross . . . focus on the Word™

MUHAMMAD'S
STUDY GROUP

LIFE CHRISTIAN. ACADEMY ( Preschool through 3 rd Grade) ~ Call (909) 684-3639 to register and for more info.
Our '"LIVING IN FULLNESS t::Vl:.RYOAY.. te le vision broadcast airs ~ eekly on l);recTV-The Word Network PST
every
Sunday-2:30p. and Tut:~day-2 p and The Church Channel on Saturday al 6:30p.
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting with a cutt ing edge mesSJge for all!
Come to t:ift - IT WILL CHANGE YOURS!

Pasto r L. Sykes, Jr.
Mrs. Karell J, Sykes

Sun'day Services: Lessons for Life : 9:00 a.m. Worship IO:15 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

CROSSW ORD CHRIST IAN FELLOWS H IP CHURC H™ is a biblically-based church that

is personal, practical and purposeful.
Ph: 909/275-8085 • crosswordcfc @carthlink.net • www.crosswordchurch.org

4711 Holt St.• Montclair,
CA 9 1763

West Coast Faith Center International

909-447-1297

Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success

Minister Billy
Muhammad

')

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday ·- Friday at 5:30 PM

Wednesday Night Service at 7:00 p.m.
Miracle Friday Service
Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Services at 7 :30 a.m. & 10:00
a.m .
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo
Dollar. If you love World Changing you
will love West Coast Faith Center.

Meetings Wed. & Fri.
7 :30 to 9:00 p.m.
Sundays 10 a.m. to 1 :00
p.m.

Pastors Leland and
Rhonda Wesson

,

( F.very I '-I and 3rd)

L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastorfreacher
Worship Location: Rivera Elementary School
20440 Red Poppy Lane , Riverside, California 92508
(Cross Streets: Van Buren and Coyote Bush)
Mailing Address: 231 E . Alessandro Blvd., #A377
Riverside, California 92508
Phone: 909/275-80~5 crosswordcfc@earthlink.net

t

11 285 S. State Street (Diamond
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet
For information call (909) 658-4680
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

.

(909) 688-1570

1

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service
SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm

WEDNESDAY
Dr. Clyde and
Barbara Casslmy

5 :00 pm
?:OO pm

eeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N. State Street I PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVlCE TIMES
Sunday Schoo l
M orning Worship Service

Pastor Eullas J. &
Evang. Monica
James

9:00 am
10:30 am

Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

7:00 pm

New Century Baptist
Church

Weekly Services
9:30 am
ll :00 am
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Sunday School ( 1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

Every !st Sunday Communion after 11 :00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer@ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (900) 684-7532 • FAX: (900) 684-1564

Weekly Services

www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

Sunday Services

Sunday School
9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7:15 pm

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

Wednesday Services

( ·orona Community
\.\I.E. C'hurrh

Prayer Services
Bible Study .

7:00pm
7:45 pm

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'l

Wind of the Spirit Worship

15854 Carter Street• Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com

Center Foursquare Church

(In Block South of Ontario Ave.)

Matting Addreaa

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

(90'J) 864- ll8J,,or 730=9325
www.coronacomame.org

P.O. Box 1119, Fontana, CA92334

CA

Services

(909) 359-0203

8:00am

Sunday Worship

Wednesday Bible Study

Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220

Second Baptist Church .

5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.

Thursday, May 29, 2003

The Rev. Noella Austin
Buchanan

7:00 pm

Pastor

Locatinn TBA

Moreno Valley Mission CME Church
10800 Hole Ave. Ste. 3&4
Riverside, CA 92505

Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am

Weekly Services

Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast
Or. o:c. Nosakhere
Sat. KPRO 1570AM@ 2 :00 pm - Sun
Thomas
Senior Apostle
8:30 am
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

Sunday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11:30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

(909) 812-3509

March Field Christian
Church

Higher Ground Church
& Ministries lnt'l.

Weekly Services
Meeting Unity Christian Center
12 pm Service
2 pm Sunday School

15801 Harmon Street
(Services at Arnold High School)
Riverside, CA
(909) 682-9960 ·

4135 Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. John Senlguar

(909) 848-0008

Weekly Services

, Alpha &Associates Christian Center
'

The Living Word Baptist Church
9191 Colorado Ave., Riverside, CA

Services inside Holiday Inn Select

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553
(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-48TT-Fax

(909) 788-9218
"Hope For the Future - Help •
For Today"

Weekly Services
SUNDAY'
, Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service
11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.
: Prayer Line
7:00 pm

Sunday Worship
Sermon Talk-Back
Sunday School
Wed. "Bible Alive•

Pastor F.D. Bullock

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church
4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 9250 I
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org
WHkly Services

Morning

11 :30 am
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm
Wors hip
Bible Study (Tues.)

1

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

The House of God Which is the
Church of the Living God, The Pillar
and Ground of the Truth Without
Controversy - Lake Elsinore
Pastor Elder Arthur & Ruby Lewis, Ph.D.'s
405 Ellis Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

(909) 283-1294
Weekly Services
1

Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:30 am
11 :30 pm

Wed. Bible Study
Fri. Night Tarry Svc.

7:30 pm
7:30 pm

8:00am
11 :00 am
9:30 am

317 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 683-2840

Sun. School
Sun. Ne w Members' Class
Worship Service Sun'.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Blble Study
Thursday

!

Community Missionary Baptist Church
939 Clay Street
Redlands,·CA 92373
(909) 793-2380

Worship Services
"Receive Ye The
Jesus Joy"
Rev. H. Hubbard,
Pastor

Bible Classes

Bus Transportation is available

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 9 2509
(909) 682-4407

(909) 874-5469
TreeofLHeCOGIC@aol.com
Service Time
Sunday Worship

'

James 8. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor

One Church ~ Two iocations

''.4 Church in the Community for the Community"

12 noon

•

Wednesday

Family Ministry Night

Sunday Praise Service
Sunday@ 9:00 p.m.

Wednesday @ 7 :00 p.m .
The Tabernacle
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 9 2376

The Tabernacle
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

The Tent

Raclo Ministry
KPR01 570AM

7:30 p.m.

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

Craig W. Johnson, Th.D.

St.nday @ 7-f:/J PM

Senior Pastor & Visiona,y

Wemesda// @ 6:00 PM

Showers of Blessings

Helen Yuman

9:40 am Sunday School
Sunday
11 :00 am Worship
Sunday
Wednesday 7:00 pm Prayer/Bible
Study

Professional Singer/Soloist
Specializing in

Amos Temple CME
"The Healing Place"

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Wed. 6 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday Morning Worxhip
11 :00 a. m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Mid-day Bible Study, Tuesday 12 noon
Mid-week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m.

Pastor Najuma
Smith

theboolcofacts@earthlink.net

W.•llJSnwces

I 'll'" "I

Prayer Tuesday
10 :00 a m
Thursday
5:30 pm
10:00 am
Friday
Bible Study Wed.
5:30 pm
Apostle Harvey Jones Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:45 am
(IOI)
Sunday Wonhip
I I :00 am
T. V, Broadca.<t Sundays a,, 49 01 5,00 pm

884-8241

Weddings • Banquets •
Religious Functions

(909) 943-9328
Fax (909) 657-1800

SHEPHERD'S

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 • FAX

25400 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 485-6993

(909) 779-0088

L

'Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the believ- Pastor Campbell and
Sis. Shaun
ers."
10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
Elder K.L. Campbell
(760) 244-2640
Pastorrreacher

·Quinn A.M.E.
Church

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

2591 Rubidoux BlvdRive rside, CA 92509
(909) 369-874 2

Harvest of Praise

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 924 10

H,

Pastor Derrick E. Callicutt
Founder
11 :O a.m.
Mrs. LaNetta Callicutt
First Lady

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE

The Book of Acts

\11m/,111/ I/ /Jn

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509

12:00 p.m.

7 :00 pm

7 :00 p.m.

New Joy Baptist Church
Weekly Services

Pastor Elder Lawrence
C. and Olivia Ash

214 N. Palm Ave., Room 101
Rialto, CA 92376

9:45 am
9:45 am
8:00 am
11 : 15 am

Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:00a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.
Thursday Bibel Revival
Daily "Morning Glory"
Pastor Iris Hallu
Prayer. Mon.-Fri.
10:00- 12 noon
KPRO RADIO 1570AM • WED. 2:00
P.M. - SAT. 5:45 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
Sun. School
, 11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
: 6:45 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
, 7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer
1
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Tree of Life Tabernacle Church of
God in Christ

New Beginnings
Community Baptist
Church

ORDER OF SERVICES

1

9:15 a.m .
Sunday School
10 :15 a.m .
M orning Worship
6:00 p.m .
Evening Workshop
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7 :00 p.m .

9:15 am ·
9:15 am
11 :OO am Marc K. Woodson
4 :30 pm
Senior Pastor

Sunday School
Morning Worship
YPWW
Evening Worsh
Monday-Friday
Noonday Prayer

body"

" An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

Order of Services

Light of the World
Church of God In
Christ

Weekly Services

BIBLE STUDY

Salvation Christian Ministri(:!s, Inc.

Morning Services
Morning Worship
Evening Services

(909) 656-4015
"A church where everybody is some•

PRAYER MEETING

Rev. Anthony Hughes

Sunday
7:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 :30 p.m.

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA

Wednesday

7:00pm

Weekly Services
Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

Church School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Uniting God's People

(909) 686-1757

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

Trinity Baptist Church .

Morning Service
Sund ay School
Sunday Service
Wome n In Prayer
After Sunday Service

Wednesday

I

7:00 pm

SUNDAY SERVICES

Sunday

Bible Study

11 :00 am
9:30 am
I0:00 am

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA,.92335 • 909/350-940 I
" A church where everybody is somebody"

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

Sunday School

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

Bethel AME Church

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Worship Services

Reverends John and
ShermellaEgson

Pastor WIiiiam &
Jamellza Carter

(909) 276-8374

Good News
Community Church

Weekfy Services

Pastor Eldred M.
Smith, Sr.

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

8:30 am
10:15 am
10:15 am
7:00 pm

3431 Mt. Vernon Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
(909) 780-4829

Weekly Services

10:30 am
11:45 am
5:30 am
5:30 pm

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Weekly Services

Pastors Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wed. Bible Study
Fri. family Fun Night

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

Helen Yuman

Gospel Time

Sunday 12:30 - 1 :30 pm

1570AM
for
Advertisement call Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134

Rev. & Mrs. Julio
A'. Andujo

Bright Light Full Gospel COOIC
Highland Unity Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
NewVisions Christian
Community Church
Holy Land COOIC
NewHope MBC Baptist, SB
Ftrst Baptist Church of Perris

5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.

Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115

(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782

Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor

18461 Mariposa Ave.
1024 N. "G" Street
1575 West 17th Street
277 E. Fifth Street

Riverside, CA92508
San Bernardino, 92410
San Bernardino, 92410
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 687-7454
(909) 381-2662
(909) 887-2526
(90'J) 657-3767

Elder, Lenton Lenoir
Robeit L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. Marvin L. Brown

f •
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#THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE"

• T

MSRP ...... . .............$32.495

MSRP .. , , .. , . . . , , . . . • . . , .$48,875

FACTORY REBATE ... . ........3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

FACTORY REBATE .. ... .. . ...•3,000

2 121

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

~7 374·1 .
'

$411911

VIN # 3Y673429

'

1 at th is price

00

%

1

VIN # 3LJ28589

or

0,0%or

60 Months

2003 Lincoln LS

3 876

'On Approved Credit

60 Months

2003 Lincoln Navigator 4x2

Up to 60 months f inancing at $ 16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

On Approved Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67
per 1,000 financed t o qualified buyers
on approved tier 0 , 1 credit through
Ford Motor Credit.

MSRP . . ........ . . .... ....$41,265

FACTORY REBATE ... . . . .... . .6,000

MSRP . . .. . . . . . . .. ........ $40,690
FACTORY REBATE ... . ........3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT , .

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

. 2 785

$3221·1

s34905.i
'

' VIN # 3Y662819 ' •

VIN# 3ZJ30149

1 at this price

1 at this price

0,0% or

All New 2003 Lincoln Aviator

Ford
Credit

0,0°10 ~r

60 Months

60 Months

On Approved Credit

On Approved Credit

2003 Lincoln Towncar Exec.

Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per
1,000 financed to qualttied buyers on
approved lier 0, 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

( 41» )

Up to 60 mcnths financing at $16.67
per 1,000 financed lo qualified buy·
ers on approved tier 0 1 1 credit
through Ford Motor Credit.

IFRIEEWAY 1LHNC01LN :
4}

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

LINCOLN
AM E R

C AN

www.freewaylm-vw.com

LUXURY

Mercury (GJ Live life in your QWfi ,ane
2003 GRAND MARQUIS LS

2003 MERCURY SABLE GS
IISRP • • , .. . ...... ....... . .$20,770
FACTIIY' IIEIIIE •• , •••••••• , .$3,000
flllil!l6I DfSliQUII ' I I I • • • • • • .S] ,3IIO

IIIIICostloYou

•16,420

or 0.0%APR

MSRP .. . . . . .• . .. . . . ••. . . . .$21,850

OnApprllllldCndlt

fllllWAY..II.IKD!IJlT P P P P P P P I I P .S] .500

FACTORY REBA11 • , . , • , • , , , , , ,$3,IDO

$23,850

Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to
qualified buyers on approved
tier 0, 1, credit through Ford
Motor C redit.

2003 MERCURY
MARAUDER

or 0.0%APR
On llpprD¥ecl Cndlt
Up t o 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0 ,
1, credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2003 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&

MSRP • , • , .. . .. .. ...... .. . .$34,495
FACTORY REBATE , , , , , • , • , , •• •$3,500

MSRP .. . . ..• . • . ...•. .• . . . .$29,940

' FACTORY REBATE , , • , •• , • , , , , .$3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT • , , • , , . ••• •$2,091
llet Cosllll You

lliEWM~ •• .••.• ••• .$2.200

$28,904

$24,740

or 0.0%APR

or 0.0o/Q APR

On Approved CredH
Up to 60 months financing at
$1 6.67 per 1,000 financed lo
qualified buyers on approved
tier o. 1. credit throug h Ford
• Motor Credit.

Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to quali·

Chuck Mcvay

l ied buyers on approved tier 0 , 1 ,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

VIN# 3W11123

FOC S S

5

9,999

$12,999

$12,999
UC. I/X2G65::lt'67 P revious Hental

I IC 114WMT2?0 PrtWillU S RE>nlai

$12,999

VEHICLES

.. : ; • : • · = -

16,999

5

5

13,999

15,999

U C 114NI.M9 I 2 Previous Ren tal

.,, :,:•

:

.

-

.

. •

•

I

• :

•

• :

Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 5-31-03

#

$17,999
UC. 11'6370lL Previous Rental

-

02 LINCOLN LS

$25,999

1Oo/o OFF

MAY SERVICE SPECIAL

$17,999

VIN 1/:?fl/\,ll)?f>l Previous Ronldl

Member Dealer Direct Program

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL
ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON

02 FORD WINDSTAR LX

5

$28,999

24,999

5

1Oo/o OFF
ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN MAY.
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY U M DURING
THE MONTH OF MAY

VIN 11;:Y,,H:l, o-·l Previous ne nla t

FREEWAY
LINCOLN
MERCURY

Ford
Credit

( 41»

: ' ir

I 111d

1, q•

1,

oi

•• · ,,

!h 1,111qli

3 ooo

FREEWAY SUPERSTOR
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115
1600 CAMINO REAL, SAN BERNARDINO

Mo!,11 l11 ·1:1t ,,n .tp p 111v1•cl
111 ·d1 1

V

\J,

1·

I

.
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Women's Sexual Health: APossible New Treahnent New Research
Tachles Female Sexual Dysfunctio~
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

Can You Spare
·Some .Change?

E

verywhere from women's magazines _to
radio talk shows to "Sex and the City,"
people are candidly discussing female
sexual dysfunction. Yet, for a topic that every[·
1,
one's talking about, why is it still hard to talk
I
know how it is when you about? Until recently, male impotence and erec,
meet somebody and every- tile dysfunction were taboo subjects, even
I
thing about this person is between spouses. Now, with. the emergence of
great except for one thing. It could be Viagra, men are boasting their virility everyeir attire, therr financial state, or their where. Female Sexual Dysfunction, or FSD, is
1ewpoint on a certain subject. That's
not a disease; rather, it's a term for a syndrome
hen you start to think to yourself that includes a Joss of libido or desire, decreased
1his person could be perfect, if only they
tould change their ... Now let's exam- sexual arousal, lack of orgasm and pain during
ine this topic. Is it sex. According to the results of a 1999 national
·.
possible to change a survey of people 18 to 59 years of age that was .
person? And if you published in The Journal of the American
do master the art of Medical Association, 43 percent of women suffer
change, will one from some kind of female sexual dysfunction.
change affect the Additionally, FSD most commonly occurs in prewhole person? You menopausal women ages 18 to 50, Experts agree
know, will exdiangthat the first step in overcoming sexual dysfuncRegina Brown
ing one brick cause
tion is to realize there is a problem. The next step,
the whole building to collapse?
and
probably ~he hardest one for most women, is
When you think about it, do you realto seek help from a professional. Doctors initially
~ want to try to change a pe~son? It
thought
that FSD originated purely from psycho-·
fuv.olves a lot of energy, time, frustration, and effort. Yet, I always hear con- . logiq1l causes and treated them accordingly.
stant remarks from my friends and fam- However, it is now believed that there is a physiily members like "she's going to learn cal/organic underpinning to many sexual probto ... ", "if I could just get him to ... ", lems that could be alleviated with medical treat"only if she would... " This leads me to ment and drug therapy. Certain medications and
believe that we have forgotten the old diseases, alcohol and drug use, as well as horsaying - leave well enough alone. You mone levels can adversely affect libido.
never know what they might change
Menopausal and postmenopausal women and
into. As a whole, we have become
obsessed with finding the perfect per- ~orr_ien who have. had complete hysterectomies
son. Don't get me wrong, there's noth- often suffer from FSD due to hormonal imbaling wrong with helping someone to ances. "The development of pharmaceutical prodreach their full potential but you ucts that can help treat FSD could be a significant ·
shouldn't expect anything in return.
medical advance," says Leland Wilson, president
We've all heard the story of a person and CEO at Vlvus Inc., a California company that
turning a duck into a swan and in return specializes in products. to improve quality of life and safety of the drug. "The medication only
the swan fleeing to find a new owner. for men and women with a focus on sexual dys- remains in the body for a very short period of
Remember? A friend of a friend's function. The company is currently testing a top- time and will not produce the adverse side effects
friend meets Person Z and thinks he/she
ical medication called Alista to help women over- of testosterone-based treatments being developed
has potential. So they put in time and
come Sexual Arousal Disorder, a major subcate- to treat another type of FSD," says Wilson.
energy into fixing up Person Z, taking
Responses were favorable when women who parperson Z out, and building person Z into gory of FSD. Alista is currently being rigorously
ticipated
in the trial were questioned during and
assessed
in
~linical
trials
to
verify
the
efficacy
A Person. Once Person Z notices that
they have become A Person they step
African Americans. In addition
out on' their creator; kind of like
to the booklet I am also cQmposPinocchio did Geppetto. Is this just an
ing a dictionary of mortgage
"urban myth", "dating fable", or. is there
lending terms we can relate to.
some truth to this?
·. Some of the lending terms and
If there is truth to this, could it be that
Over the next four.weeksl plan to embark on a disphrases I use can be overwhelmonce we make what we think is the pering
times and it is ,my intenfect person they realize that we aren't cussion covering predatory lending on African
Americans.
Later
twill
cover
our
youth;
Black.
organtions
to
educate and inforrn you
perfect? Or could it be that they just see
completely. Both are free of
themselves in another light? I think it izations and the disabled. My intentions are to uncovSpencer Hofman
charge and a pb_. o ne call to me is
could be a mixture of both. Once they er, expose and reveal some thin.gs you might not want
all it takes. By now you know the
recognize the new them and their self- to know or deal with at the. moment, 'hQwever it's ,
essential
to
Qut
&:anomic·
growth
and
extremely
neenumber,
but
here
it
is
again. 909-248-4830 ext. 228.
esteem increases they start to notice
essary.
Let's
get
down
to
business.
"First you need to be
flaws in others. That's when they get
I
wrote
an
article
a
few
weeks
back
regarding
preda·
aware
of
·
the
,,Home
'·
Mortgage:
Disclosure Act
on the hunt to find or create their pertory lending and the elderly. The calls and comments (HMDA) also referred to as Regulation C, which
fect person. It's a vicious cycle.
This is why my advice is to let people were unbelievable. We are, being hunted by a large implements HMDA. This Act covers many areas in
be themselves. If you see that they can magnitude of racial ,disparity. .Why? Ou,r combined qiortgage banlcing and I encourage you to re;id up on
better themselves and you are willing to total income would make us the 8th largest country in it. BY strategically Using this A'ct we can end brat least
help, help them. Just don't try to the world, butbecause,we are not united, they move put a dent on institutional racism. Onejmportant thing
change them. You might not like the into our neighborhoods, set up shops and take our this Act does is track mortgage bankers, brgkers and
originators with their practices and clientele base. As
outcome of your product. Each and money back to their neighborhoods.
The article you are reading is tpe first in this small an ex_ample,,
a Jender work~, only,,%,with African
every one of us has heard "if it ain't
series, part two will cover refinancing loans and sub- Amencans and consistently overcharges them in
broke, don't fix it."
prime lending, part three will cover .conventional points, fees or origination, HMDA could be aware of
loans and subprime lending and the last article will this predatory lending practice and help convict them
cover tactics on how to prevent being ·preyed upon. of this felony and close the office. There's only one
writers wanted
Keep in ming th;it the scope of tltls subject m.a ~r goes catch. You have to disclose your information accufar
beyond the 600 plus words granted here. To com- ,rately on your application including
sex and age
urban chic
pensate you, l have written a small booklet to cover 26 . in order for them to weed out the misfits taking advanIS
areas o( predatory lending and its effect on us as tage of us. Here's the scary part, -estimates have been
made that 67% of all loans are not reported in HMDA
looking for

you

r

f
b

·

re we the prey~

at

JL

;ace,

l

after treatment on such topics as level of sexual
arousal, patient satisfaction with level of arousal
and level of sexual satisfaction.. To find out more
. about female sexual dysfunction and Alista, visit
the Vivus Web site at www.vivus.com.

data.

Secondly, be aware that there are 500 or more different loan programs available but only a few types.
Toe standard types include Conventional, FHA and
VA loans. The guidelines to grant you a loan program
with anyone of these are based on the mortgage company and the programs available. In my opinion, four
areas should be analyzed by the lender to determine i
you are qualified; Borrower, Credit. Income, :property,
If one of these areas are extremely wellk and can't
meet the guidelines oi the -standard types, optional
financing can ,,be considered with your permission.
One of the most commonly known optional loan types
is a Subprime Mortgage Loan. In short, a subprime
mortgage is given to a borrower that has conditions
outside the guidelines of the standard guidelines set by
Conventional, FHA ot VA loans. Subprime loans CM
have higher interest rates, prepayment penalties,
adjustable rate mortgages, higher closing cost fees,
higher discount points and higher origination fees.
Here's the problem, sometimes we are placed in subprime loans when we are actually eligible for a standard type of loan. Some predatory lenders make a livJ ·
· ing off of us just doing •this sort of business.
Nationally, subprime loans were estimated at $200
billion in 1998 and rising at) 0% to 25% annually and
African American homebuyers have been, placed in
these loans more than· any other nationality. I will
give you the alarming disproportionate statistics next
week. Are we the prey?
't

~

writers
contact
regina@
urbanchic@blackvoicenews.com
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"a few good men"
coming this summer
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Hard Bop Legend Roy Haynes to Keep Time in Cerritos
The Black Voice News

By Taylor Jordan

Roy Haynes, who would also
become a legend in his own
time, enjoyed a musical education that most instrumentalists
even today could only dream of,
wistfully. The days, nights and
years Haynes spent in the drum
chair for seminal jazz pioneer
Charlie "Bird" Parker from the
, late 1940s to the early 1950s
were enviable for musicians at
the time. The experience helped
fine tune Haynes' drumming and
timekeeping skills, ultimately
leading to his distinction as one
of America's finest jazz musicians. Haynes will headline
Cerritos
Center for the
Performing Arts at 8 p.m. Friday,
. May 30. Tickets are $40, $45
and $50 and available at the
Cerritos Center ticket office,
(310) 300-4345, or online at
www.cerritoscenter.com.
Joining t\}e legendary percussionist for the one-night only
engagement will be young lions
Kenny Garrett on alto sax and
Nicholas Payton on trumpet,
master bassist John Patitucci and
pianist Dave Kikoski.

Photo by Ching Meng Cheung
Roy Haynes

Haynes recently realized
another
achievement,
the
Billboard magazine chart-topping trio album on Verve entitled
"Birds of a Feather: A Tribute to
Charlie Parker." The Cerritos
concert will feature selections
from this album as well as numhers which span a 50-year career
and tributes to Parker, the bebop
co-founder who has significantly
influenced several generations
of musicians in jazz and other
styles.
Haynes has maintained critical acclaim, personal popularity
with fans and warm camaraderie

with fellow artists for more than
five decades.
"Haynes is in complete cootrol of a combo that thrives on
no-nonsense hard bop ... all of
the musicians are hard-driving,
take-no-prisoners players, perfeet for the material they're
working on," asserted a Jazz
Times magazine review of his
latest effort.
According to a Downbeat
magazine
writer,
Haynes'
"fabled touch" is a "flammable
mixture of charisma and skill
that ignites during each of his
drum breaks to bring jazz to a

boil."
The elder statesman of jazz
has kept time for many legends
within the industry, including
Miles Davis, Bud Powell,
Thelonious Monk, Sarah Vaughn
and, of course, Parker. Haynes,
Max Roach, Elvin Jones and
Louis Bellson are considered
among the world's premier living jazz drummers.
Patitucci is a busy bassist in
the New York City jazz scene,
but his acoustic skills have kept
him in demand for festival, club,
concert and commissioned
works worldwide. The second
timekeeper in the combo led by
Haynes has played and recorded
with
such
notables
as
pianist/composer ·
Herbie
Hancock, saxophonist Michael
Brecker and trumpeter Roy
Hargrove.
His father, a tenor saxophonist, taught Garrett how to play
the alto sax in the family's
Detroit home. Both were influenced by Parker and John
Coltrane. The younger Garrett
later studied saxophone with Bill
Wiggins and forfeited going to
college, instead choosing to join
the Duke Ellington Orchestra
directed by Mercer Ellington in

1978. He left four years later to
work with the Mel Lewis
Orchestra and honor compositional classics written by Thad
Jones. He later played the music
of Charles Mingus with Dannie
Richmond's quintet.
Garrett's concert and recording career has included work
with Art
Blakey 's Jazz
Messengers, Woody Shaw,
Freddie Hubbard, Miles Davis,
Donald Byrd, Mulgrew Miller,
Cedar Walton and Wallace
Roney. He has led his own
groups since 1996. His third
Warner
Bros.
album,
"Pursuance: The Music of John
Coltrane," featured a guest
appearance by Pat Metheny,
topped Down Beat's readers'
poll and earned the alto saxophonist the coveted first-place
award held by Phil Woods for 21
years.
Payton continues the tradition
of great trumpeters from New
Orleans.
His predecessors
include buddy Bolden, Louis
Armstrong
and
Wynton
Marsalis, one of his musical
mentors. A child prodigy and
the son of legendary jazz bassist
Walter Payton, he rriade his professional debut at age 10 with

the Tuxedo Brass Band, led by
his father.
At age 12, Payton and other
uniquely talented 12-year-olds
created the All-Star Jazz Band to
play local gigs and tour
European festivals. His prowess
on the trumpet brought him to
Wynton Marsalis' attention. ,
Marsalis recommended him to
band leaders Elvin Jones and
Marcu·s Roberts.
As a teen-ager, h~ balanced
high school studies, additional
academic and creative endeavors
at the New Orleans Center for
Creative Arts and musical mentoring by Ellis Marsalis,
Wynton's father and a professor
at the University of New
Orleans. Besides leading his
own groups, Payton has worked
with Clark Terry, Roberts, Jazz
Futures II, the Lincoln Center
Jazz Orchestra and the bands of
Count Basie and Duke.Ellington.
Payton served as Elvin Jones'
musical director and, in 1996,
made his film debut as Oran
"Hot Lips" Page in Robert
Altman's feature film "Kansas
City." He also won a Grammy
Award for best jazz instrumental
soloist on "Stardust" with Doc
Cheatham in 1996.
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Subscribe
ON-LINE &
Save

Now Open

WUZ COOK'N
1471 Waterman Avenue (Near Gilbert Street)

New Hours Mon-Thur 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Fri-Sat 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. or by appointment

www.blackvoicenews.com

The best food this side of Heaven

(!IOIJJ IJIJIJ-7066

909.682.6070

'

*Commercials
*Gospel Singing ·
*Documentaries, Etc

Sunday 12-8
· Mon.-Thur. 11-9
Fri.-Sat. 10-10

, WeFry

Advertise
The Black Voice News

*Wedding~

Wanted: Short Order Cook Experience Only

You Buy

- - - -- -

Video Services

Sp.ect
ecial rates anUable on~
w·llile boekilg space lasts!
0 .
909-232-9602

Red Anchor Fish Market
(909) 243-0443
13373 Perris Btvd., Ste. E414
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

www.zenopierremediaworks.com
Featuring the
BESTBar-BQue, Creole and
Cajun Food in
the Inland
Empire.

3527 Main Street • Riverside

(909) 782-821 ~
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton!

Open 7 Days
• Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - 9 pm
Fri. thru Sat.
11 am - 10 pm
Sun.
11 am - 8 pm

Make your next breakfast meeting
special and worry free. Come, let
us fix you a southern style breakfast that will make you smile!

. .,,,,,. .....,, .
~
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Let us take the
worry out of
your next function!

• Gtlls • Salmon Croquets • Fresh
Blst:ulls • Bacon • Eggs
• Janlbalaya • Seafood Sllrlnlp

Creole • Shrimp Elluflt • &lalbo
w/Rlce • Red Snapper • Calllsh •
Porte Ribs • Beef Riis • Not Unlrs •
Chlttertlngs • All the Side Orders Tai
can 1mag1ne. Dellclous Deuats ·

We can supply a
banquet for 505000 guests for
any occasion.

CRESCENT
CITY CREOLE
RESTAURANT

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA ~1763

Gram's For Breakfast!

Mobile Catering

www.downtownsuppe~club.com

All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmosphere
.

As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make
your group welcome!
·

MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE
Call for bookings and menu selection

(909) 482-0566
[MOIIClalrl

Gospel Brunch Every
Sunday

Hours:
Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11':oo p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

CALENDAR
June 19, 8:00 p.m.,. Opera Noir

MAY

held on Saturday, May 31, 2003 from 12-5 pm at Fairmont Park in the
City of Riverside. Come and experience the commonality of drum and
dance rhythms shared by our world cultures. Bring the family and friends
to enjoy drum and dance performances, ethnic foods, crafts and clothing
to tantalize all the senses. The theme of this inaugural festival is
"Celebration of the One" 0 our oneness as human beings; and the one beat
that sustains a rhythm and gives life to the dance. The festival is free to
the public and will be promoted as~ smoke-free event. Mark your calendars so you don't miss out on the fun. For more information please call
909.751.3077 or 909.880.6286.
·

JUNE

, June 6, Queen Latifah will be
named "Entertai~er of the Year,"
at the 16th anruversary of the
.
, 2 Essence Awards m
Hollywood .
l•
, Tickets are available through
, Ticketmaster.com or by calling
. (213) 480-3232.
I.

l

, June 7, 12 noon to 6:00 p.m.
b The
Riverside
Juneteenth
~ Celebration committee in con.. junction with the Stratton
,' Community Center/Riverside
... will be presenting its third annu.' al Juneteenth Celebration at
· Stratton Center/Bordwell Park,
., 2008 Martin Luther King Blvd.
•., For more information contact
, (909) 788-4959.

SERVICES
Family Services Association of
Western Riverside County will
provide reduced or no cost childcare services in the Moreno
Valley and surrounding areas.
To receive an enrollment packet,

.

please contact"(909) 779-9784 or
(909) 786-3623.
FREE Poetry Contest! Win
$10,000.00.
Enter
the
International Open Amateur
Poetry Contest for your chance
to win the Grand Prize of
$10,000.00. For more details
v
i
s
i
t
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_b/g
o.php3?45.

Cajon High School 70's Cruise.
All graduating classes in the
1970's from Cajon High School
are invited to join them on a
cruise beginning October 17,
2003. For more information
contact Charlene at (909) 9130831 or Esther at Ri vers,ide
Travel (909) 684-1838.

REUNIONS

Some banks still have hidden
fees and service charges on
their "free" checking accounts.

.

Saturday July 12th @ 1:30 PM
Saturday July 12th @ 6:30 Prvt
Sunday July ~ 3th @ 3:30 PM
At'the
Los Angeles Equestrian Center
480 Riverside Drive, Burbank, California

(

General Admission
Children (2-12 under): $10
Adults Advance $15
Adults at door $18
Box seats $22

'· June 7, 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. , The
· Macedonia Missionary Baptist
•
•
•
Church's M1ss10nary Society
will present their Fµ-st Annual
"We're Steppin' Up on Faith"
'. • Fashion Affair and Luncheon.
' This event will be held at the St.
Andrew's Masonic Lodge,
Comers of 8th and Perris Streets,
San Bernardino. For more information contact Celeste Williams,
. _ Chairperson at (909) 888-3761
~ or (909) 544-3462 or R. Faye
' . Bell at (909) 875-9055.
J

(All tickets $2.00 surcharge)

For tickets, contact The Black Voice News
Inland Empire Rodeo Hotline

·

909.888.8319 (leave message)
or

i

email: cherylbro~n@blac~voicenews.com

-•
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June 14·& 15, 25th Anniversary

'

111-• r~me

of the Playboy Jazz Festiv at
the Holfywood Bowl. Tlckets "') 1....
can be purchased through
Ticketmaster, the Hollywood
Bowl box office, or online at
• www.playboy.com/arts-entertainment. For more information
about the Playboy Jazz Festival,
call the festival hotline at (310)
449-4070.

cu
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IE-mail
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The Black Womens
Leadership Forum presents

The Underground Railroad

.,J:
f

So where's the free?
I

'

I

.

"

&- ·

Se.nd check or money order to:
The Black Voice News
P.O. Box 1581
Ri,verside, CA 92502

Please allow 4-6 weeks for first issue
or subscribe online www.blackvoicenews.com

•

It's at Washington Mutual. Where free checking means exactly that. No hidden fees or service
charges. No required minimum balance. No mandatory minimum deposit. No fee for cancelled
checks. Free access to tellers and customer service telephone lines. Free 24/ 7 access to your account
at our ATM's. Eve_n a free VISA check card. So if you 've been wondering where's the free in your socalled "free" checking account, come to Washington Mutual. We're where it's at. For the location
nearest to you c;al/ 1-800-788-7000

I

.-

The Black Voice News published ·every
week is $40.00/yr.

CU·

Theate,: and Movable Feast
For information contact
909. 683. 7684

·f

!Address

.Ill

-

Paula White, Bishop Paul
Morton, Dr. Frederick K.C.
Price, Pastor Sheryl Brady and
more. For more information call
(909) 684-LIFE.

The 20th Annual
"Bill Pickett Invitational Rodeo"

v

I_

July 30 - Aug. I, Life Church of
God in Christ presents the 8th
Annual Koinonia Conference at
the Riverside Convention Center
with guest speakers: Pastor

We The People - 1st Annual Drum & Dance Festival will be

·'

r:

JULY

will present its 3rd Annual
"Juneteenth Gala" featuring "A
Tribute to Luther Vandross."
The event will be held at .the
Orpheum Theatre in Downtown
Los Angeles. For more information call (818) 501-7131.

May 31, Family Service
Association will host their annual Juneteenth Celebration in
'(
June. They are looking for all
• types of entertainment. If you
1
have talents you would like to
~ showcase auditions will be on
" May 31. For more information
,: contact Ron Gibson at (909)
~- 943-1342 or Dana Thomas at
'1
(909) 940-1950.
j
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ll Washington Mutual Where free checking really means free.

FDIC Insured

H&l's Armstrong Transmissions

I

I

"H&L has my car running like

the energizer battery; it just
keeps going and going an:d
going 400,000 miles later!"
-

Marion Black,Vernon Company, Rialto,CA

Tell them you saw it in
The Black Voice

Two Great locations
H&l's Armstrong Transmissions

l&l Auto lepair

8651 lndlana Avenue
RIVenlde, CA 92504

3159 lluk Lana
RIVenlde, CA 92501

·

909-681-2821

909-684-0605.

-

~·
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All promotions are subject to change at any time and if you do not have coupon present. Offer expires 6/ 1/ 03
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Consumers Who Know Their Rights Can Avoid Home Improvement Nightmares
The Black Voice News

By Gene Hale
Contractors State License Board

Recently
in
Southetn
California, an elderly widow paid
$16,000 -- all but
$200 of her life's
savings -- to · an
unlicensed contractor who befriended
her, took her money
for promised ceiling work, then
completely abandoned the project.
In another part of
the state, a father
was misled by an
unlicensed plumbGene Hale.
ing contractor who
convinced him he
needed an expensive water filtration system to protect
his family from contaminants. His family paid $6,000
for a system that can be purchased for $200 at any home
improvement store.
When it comes -to home improvement, "buyer
beware" is an understatement. Horne improvement,
according to the National Association of Consumer
Agency Administrators and the Consumer Federation of
America, has edged out automobile repair as a top
source of consumer complaints nationwide. It's a dubious distinction that highlights the need to inform consumers about how to hire and manage home improvement contractors.
Fortunately, California homeowners have a strong
advocate. Since 1929, the Contractors State License
Board, part of the California Department of Consumer
Affairs, has worked to ensure safe and high-quality construction practices. In addition to its licensing function,
the Contractors State License Board enforces contractor
law and provides free information to homeowners about
how to hire and manage contractors.
The problem is, not enough homeowners are taking
advantage of this free help. A recent survey showed
that 60 percent of California's homeowners are aware of
the Contractors State License Board. However, only 17
percent of them have ever used the services of the
Board. Many of them were unaware of some of their
basic rights -- for example, more than half of California
homeowners didn' t know that they have the right to pay
only 10 percent of $1,000, whichever is less, as a down
payment. That's why the Contractors State License

MARY
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Board created the "Home Improvement Bdl of Rights."
The Home Improvement Bill of Rights helps educate
and empower homeowners to manage home improvement projects in a way that avoids common problems - and even scams -- before the project begins.
Homeowners learn they have the right to receive a written contract that specifies project costs, the down payment, a payment schedule, and a completion date.
Agreeing on these issues in advance and in writing can
help homeowners avoid misunderstandings and disputes.
The CSLB investigates approximately 25,000 complaints a year, while most contractors are honest, hardworking prof~sionals who take great pride in their
work, some do not adhere to business and workmanship
quality standards. A nefarious few prey on homeowners, scamming them out of thousands of dollars, which
can leave them with shoddy or unnecessary repair work,
or projects that are abandoned after the consumer has
paid for most or a11 other jobs up front.
The Contractors State License Board urges homeowners to familiarize themselves with their Home
Improvement Bill of Rights, which is available on the
Contractors State License Board Web site,
www.cslb.ca.gov. Consumers can also check the contractor's license status online and download other free
information about how to hire a contractor and effectively manage home improvement projects.

Gene Hale is a Los Angeles resident and member of

the California Contractors State License Board. He is reach the Contractors State License Board, visit
president and founder of G&C Equipment Corporation · www.cslb. ca.gov.
and president of Gence Construction Company. · To
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Love
Business
Money
[:amily
Career

spiritual Advisor
&

Psychic Reader

Free Crystal with each reading!
909.924.9288
248? I Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553

•

Legal Document Preparation
Services
Registered and Bonded in
Process Serving

-

Home Loan Specialist
Purchase Or Refinance Now!

Easy Qualifier, Credit
problems Ok. No
Income
Documentation OK.
Debt Consolidation.

Valley Business Park
1264 South Waterman Avenue, Suite 27 and 28
San Bernardino CA 92408
Office:

. . _ Vally, Cl 112113

90!Ml90-9422
909-890-9344 - fax

(e)IOI.IU-5491
(ll)IOl.92.U412

Joyce Saunders

Nation~I Institute Legal

Se Hab/a Espanol

Call Now!

Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)

(909) 924-9330

Attorney Assistaoce Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance
Same Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
CALL TODAY
• Divorce
$175-275
• Child CustodyNisitation$200-300
• Child Support
$200-300
• Legal Separations
$175-275
• Evictions
$150-200
• Adoptions
$250-300
• Living Trusts
$300
• Wills
$200
• QRDRO's
$300
• Incorporations
$300
• Name Change
$200-300
• Bankruptcy
$195
•And More

CALL DISABILITY PARTNERS, LLC

(626) 737-9706 ~ Toll Free (877) 207-4707

Consumers 1st Financial Service

SDS Services

ZA3l4 . . ., ...... 811111. f20II

We can help you acquire disability cash benefits
within 60-90 days or less ! If you have applied
or are thinking about applying for Social
Security b~nefits, don' t go it alone!
***FREE CASE ASSESSMENT BY PHONE***

Unlimited Financial Solutions
100% Financing Purchases/Refinances
Home lmpovement
Debt Consolidation
BK 13 Pay Off For Refinancing
No Income Documentation
Fica's as low as 500

Have You Been Denied DISABILITY or SSI Benefits?

12981 Perris Blvd. Ste 107
Moreno Valley CA, 92553

...

Lie# 6038731

Certified - Bonded
State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND
EMPIRE LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

[485-4571]

Oscar Snow, LDA Director

Licensed By The lilept. Of Corporations Under the Calif.
Mortgage ACT. Equal Housing lender Calif. Dept Of
Corporations License CFL.

24384 Sunnymead Blvd.,
Suite 203
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Cfioco{ate Creations
Personalized Candy Bars for All
,
Birth
Holidays
Occas10ns Announcements
Grand Openings
Weddings
Bridal or Baby
Showers

Graduations
School or Church
Fundraisers

Cheru6s
-NClioco{ates

23 1 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A-107
Riverside, CA 92508
I(888) 344-8211
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com
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Le VIAS & ASSC)CIATES
300 Law Finns Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that special•
izes in whatever your legal needs might be.
We are dedicated to helping the African-

BARBER CUTS BY

Z,,

American people

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS

ESSENCE HAIR SALON

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with LeVias and Associates. We
will refer you to a mortgage banker that specializes in your particular need: Refinancing, Home Loan, or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-7047

Insurance Agency

RICHARD

Mon-Fri 9-7
Closed Tuesdays
Sat: 7-7
Sun: 7-1

Naturally Yours Boutique
ByOlufemi

LAW OFFICE OF
LEON CARRIGAN, JR.

420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102
Corona, Ca. 91719
909.272.5765
909.934.1005

F. NEVINS

Specializing

Life, Health, IRA, Keough
Burial, Auto, Home Owners
Cal. Lie. #0341370
Since 1967

Ta,ces
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL

Ph. (909) 369-9752
Fax (909) 369-9252

P.O. Box 5342
Riverside, CA 9251 7

Reed's Electric Service
Hayward Reed Jr.
Electrical Contractor ·
Free Estimates
Home Improvements
& Repairs

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

& THYMES

THYMES

Richard Nevins

(909) 686-5193

LEGAL AND

Specializing in Civil Rights Complaints
2851 S. La Cadena Dr. Sp . 171A • Colton, California 92324
909-824-2281 Fax 909-824-2281 •
Civil Complaint in All Courts States and
Federal Court

Fax: (909) 776-2043

tmur~ ~uty &tef'lilltffl
•ww.newret~ tity4~.oorn

ALL ABOUT HAIR

(909) 825-9012
e-mail: olufemi1@earthlink.net
www.home.earthlink.neV-o1ulemi1
Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only

A Colleecol''• (;Allel'J
• Dolls & Accessories
• Collectibles • Gifts • Miniatrues
• Home Decoration

7he '5<,use of ,Youo9's

HEAD

21

Appeals
Special Letters
Research Case
Restraining Order
Bankruptcy Filing and Preparation

Carl G. Thymes

(909) 737-5533
BOOTH AVAILABLE

Beauty Parlor
And Supply

A Full Service Salon

Specializing in

j

Member of Betrer Business Bureau

next level!

• Sisterlocks™/Brotherlocks rM
•Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
• Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
, •Children Welcome

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Lie. #805019
Cell: (909) 334-4612

909.623.15 17 Lets take your skin care to the
License No. 240248

22400 Barto n Rd., #5
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
Phone (909) 825-9600
Fax (909) 825-9605

Braids
Weaves
Cuts

Color
Fusions
Up-Do's

3940 California Ave. Suite D • Norco, CA 92860

I
•

1

"' .......
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Congresswoman Maxine Waters Seeks to Restore Benefits to the Nation's Veterans
The Black Voice News

number of doctors and
nurses who see our vetCongresswoman Maxine Waters (CA-35) issued
erans is shrinking. The
the following statement in support of the
VA is even requiring an
Democratic veterans' bill introduced this week:
enrollment · fee .for
"I am pleased to join my colleagues today to
Priority 7 veterans and
offer this comprehensive package that helps all of
all Priority 8 veterans.
our nation's veterans.
"These veterans, when
"Congress almost always manages to provide
they were called to
the resources needed for our soldiers in the field,
serve their country, •did
but rarely provides the resources that our soldiers
Congresswoman Maxine
not ask, 'What's in it
need when they return home. Many of us still
Waters
for
me?'
They
remember the shame we felt when this Congress answered that oall to duty, and when asked, they
passed H. Con. Res. 104 which expressed• the fought for our fr~edom.
appreciation of the Nation for the members of the
"Despite all the flag-waving rhetoric, the reality
Armed Forces who are participating in Operation is that the Republicans and this White House have
Iraqi Freedom, minutes before we passed the turned their back on our nation's veterans. Instead
Republican House Budget Resolution which of living up to our promise of providing free health
stripped nearly $28 BILLION from the care, educational opportunities and other benefits,
Department of Veterans' Affairs. It was one of the the Republican controlled Congress is asking them
low points of my time here o~ Capitol Hill.
to sacrifice yet again.
"Fortunately, the Senate saw the disgrace in this
"With this package we, Democrats, begin to
and added more funding for the VA. But it was not reverse this trend. The Democratic package will
enough: Congress can and must do more.
reduce waiting times for veterans and it will
"Hundreds of thousands of veterans are being remove the increases in prescription drug co-pay~
turned away from VA health centers. Even those ments and enrollment fees imposed by the
veterans who are not turned away, must wait six, Administration. This bill will expand educational
eight, sometimes even 12 months to see a doctor.
VA facilities remain · in poor condition. And the
• Reasonable rates
WASHINGTON, D.C.

opportunities by improving benefits under the
Montgomery GI bill. And importantly, the bill will .
allow concurrent receipt of retirement p~y and disability compensation.
"This veterans package is a very good start, one
that I am proud to support. But, I hope that this is
just the first step in our efforts to keep our promises to our veterans.
"While I am not hopeful that they will buck the
White House, I hope that my Republican colleagues will recognize the sacrifice of our veterans
and provide the resources the veterans need by
supporting this package.
1
'A coalition of Veterans groups suggests that the
VA needs $30.5 billion to properly fund the depart-

ment's medical care, facility construction, and
medical research programs. We should give these'
recommendations our full attention and support.
Our veterans deserve nothing less."

BUY FLEET!

-

$$$$ EARN EXTRA CASH !!!!

BE A PLASMA DONOR

✓Credit Unions

You must be:

HELP END THE .
110 lbs or
BLOOD SHORT- health•Weigh
more
AGE DONATE.
YOUR PLASMA Bring a valid photo ID and

Wek:ome!
✓First Time

18-65 years old in good

'

''••

- -,
--

Buyer?

✓eredit

',

.,.

..........,..,. tot.,,

...

Probfems?

Social Security Card

785 N. La Cadena Drive
Colton, CA 92324

(909) 422-1370

let me Help.'

Bring in this ad and
receive a $5 bonus on your
first plasma donation.

Call me Anytime!

909

825•1212

cell

909

553-2261

• Programs welcome
• Help with homework

(909) _341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

• FREEmeals

7~

• 403B, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Homeowners lnsuranc ·

Real:iing •Phonics• Math
Ages6-10

• Activities
• Special, separate,
one-to-one tutoring
program available on
site
• School pickup possible

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

Ask for Liz at (909) 781-4659

~

Email your quote request!

V

Fax: 909-785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com

909-785-1351

Horace Mann

Ron's Lawn Service

A Lawyer Who GARES!

,:::~~

Carl S. Kandel,
expert, handled

'

909/872-235.4

over 150 Murder

. . Alex Hartley

free estimates

Cases and

,.

.

numerous Death

with no client

death penalty.

General Contractor, 18 Years Experience,
Master in Homes & Apartment Repair
• Plumbing
• Painting
• Carpentry
• Door & Window
• Drywall
Installation
We Install Bathtubs and Showers!

tall for your FREE consultation over the phone!

Phone: 909-889-8436

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated

VP VINCENT
PROPERTIES
1

Reai Estaie lnvesi:nents
Traveling Notary Services

REALTOR®

23580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Office: (909) 247-2213
Fax: (909) 247-0873

ever receiving the

Law Offices of Kandel & Lopez

7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian@c21Executive.net
Web Site c2lexecutive.net

PROFESSIONAL REAL.ESTATE
SERVICES

: Penalty Cases

• Misdemeaners · • Juvenile Cases
Traffic Violations
Civil as well as Criminal law
• Theft
• and more .. .

REALTOR®

--,

I

Criminal Attorney

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

Office Hours
By Appointment

Eduatcd Pirwldal Solutions

Charles A. Christian

Executive

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of Amt:rica

Billy Mitchell, LurcF

Ontu~
~ 21.

Lic.#521797
Bonded

Tel./Fax

(909) 467-0999

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

1

Offic:e: 909-486-9168
Cell: 909-283-8592

Emal:

vproperties@adelphia.net

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

Dwight D. Pledger
REALTOR® GRI

3978 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

Real Estate Professional
E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com

Mike Teer
Broker/Notary Public

Office:(909) 784-1342
Fax: (909) 781-6712
E- mail: teer I @,lx:global.ncl
Website: miketeer.com

Clarence E. Vincent
Broker/Notary Public

Prudential
California Realty
Moreno Valley, CA
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959
"You Can Trust Me To Work Hard For You!"

Designs
By
Don

An indepede ntly o wned and operaled member of The Prudential Real ~tate Affiliates, Inc.

Don Griggs
Tel: (909) 820-9707
Fax: (909) 820-9707

Fine Men's Ties
WWW.DESIGNSBYDON.COM

· T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

Toyin Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

(909) 681-8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin @zxmail.com

Planning A Trip to Africa?
Learn to speak Swahili, Private &
Small Group Setting in Riverside,
Moreno Valley & $an Bernardino.
Reasonable Fees. Day or Evening
Classes

Call 909.488.0443

Tillman Riverside Mortuary

House Parties - Add the right
amount of spice for that special
occasion
Banquets _& Awards Have it
your way! Soft dinner music
with Big dance beats. ·
Concerts Stop the clock, bring
back the memories! Experience
the real stars.
Black History Shows House
parties, schools and concerts

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

' '.•

· A. Leon Tillman
lmplre Inc.

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpentry • Drywall
Landlord Min. Contracts Welcome

30 Years Experience
w.~ ~1.~-~-

•.,- v....

U.L.C. Promotion

J

$29,IO. $499,00

Mr. Joe

909/377-3986

ED THE HANDYMAN
Ali Types of Home Repairs
Over 50 yrs. Experience
Well Known
Up to $500 labor
Ask for Ed

909/242-·9 176

President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, California
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863
over 20 Years Experience
License #FD757

.

-.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGILS / CLISSIFI EDS
JOB CONNECTION

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1.800.864.0092
JOB HOTLINE
EMPLOY MENT OPPORTUNITIES

Riverside County Sheriff's Department
Available Positions
Public Safety Communications Officer 1/11
(911 Dispatcher)
Correctional Cook
$25,844.21 - $33,675.20/year
Correctional Senior Food Service Worker
$21 ,739.74 - $27,553.76/year

This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information

Los Angeles, CA 90005

FILE NO. R-2003-042n

Veronica Guadalupe Licea
I 935 Stonehaven Dr.
Corona, CA 92879

The folowing 1)8fSOfl(s) is (are)
doing business as:

in this statement is true and cor-

This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie•
titious name(s) lis1ed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information Which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Georgina Morales/ Licea
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in viola!ion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

rect. (A registrant who declares

as true, lnformaUon which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Anthony RB McConnell
The filing of thi~ statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq.
b &p code)
, Statement filed with the County
of Riverside o~ 4/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busl•

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The fil-

For qualification, examination, or general information on these fnd other positions within the
Riverside County Sheriff's Department please
contact: Riverside County Human Resources,
4080 Lemon Street, Riverside, California 92501
or
via
the
internet
to
www . co . r i vers i de . ca . us / d epts / h r
<http://www.co.riverside.ca.us/depts/hr>
or
email jobmatch @co.riverside.ca.us. If you have
any questions, please call Sue Gates at (909)
955-6133.

ing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatkm of the rights of
another under federal, state or

common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-03773

p, 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WORD UP
65980 Avenida Ladera
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Oavtd Lawrence Johnson

CIRCLELIFE
4711 Holt St., • Montclair, CA 91763
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297
Economic Workshop
Ways to earn big money
Business Hours 10-7 daily
Contact Billy

PARENTS
IS YOUR CfilLD
EASYPREY?
Daycare • Sports •
Home Alone
www.timelygift.com
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Postal Positions
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried.
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing information call
(630) 393-3032 ext. 411 7 8am-8pm 7 days
Immediately wanted a roommate to share a
Christian Home and to do house hold responsibilities for a caring single Senior lady for more
information please contact Leatrice Barnes 3237.Q0;:1.4~ ~J: D9rothy Barnes 310-973-4002.
Sr. Deputy Clerk
$40,634-$50,330
www.aqmd.gov
FIT Project Coordinator

Req'd: BS in health science or related field; 4 yrs
community research with focus groups; public
health principles; exp. with diverse' populations;
able to motivate & lead; great communication &
facilitation skills, MS Office. $SOK. Details @
· www.inlandwellness.org. Fax resume by 5/30 to
African American Health Initiative 909-824-8902.
E MPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

d · rs wanted
Looking for drivers to
~-:.:::'..:::."" deliver The Black
'-~!...._,;i;~...., Voice
News
in
Riverside and San
Bernardino counties.
Must have own transportation, valid CA driver's license and insurance. May· be
required to file Fictitious Business Name
Statement with the County of Riverside.
Four ~our routes. Flexible hours.
Contact Cheryl Brown
The Black Voice News
3585 Main Street #201, Riverside, CA
92501 • 909.682.6070
www.blackvoicenews.com
EOE

Multicultural Salon is looking to fill 6 stations with
hairstylist,barbers, and braiders. Booth rental starts @
$60.00 - $80.00 a week. First Month Free for renters
only. Call Laynette @ (909) 830-7844

HOM ES FOR SALE
'

Best Buy Hotllst
reveals 10 best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-6808068
ID#
1040.
Real
Community
Estate

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with no
down payment. Free
rei;:orded message 187 7 - 680 · 8068
ID#1043. Community
Real Estate

First Time Buyers
Why rent when you
can own? Free list of
homes available with
no money down.under
$1,100/mnth. 1-877680-8068
ID#1051
Community
Real
Estate

11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pltfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003

L EG ALS
The tollowlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
INDUSTRY THREAD
12780 Pan Am
Moreno Valley, C A 92553

Community Real Estate

Riverside, CA 92504
Andreas Earl Wright

Anthony
Ray-Brantley
McConnen
t 6796 Katie Drive

12780 Pan Am
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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65980 Avenida Ladora
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regislrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information
in th;s statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, informatton which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..David Lawrence Johnson
The filing of thtS statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &p code)
Stalement filed w ith the County
of Riverside on 4128/03.
I here!>\< certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Busiriess Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing of this statement does not
itseH authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq ., Business anti
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2003-01213

p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
VALLEY C.P.R.
65980 Avenlda Ladera
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Wendy Ann Call
65980 Avenlda Ladera
Oesert Hot Springs, CA 92240
This business is conducted by
Individual.
•
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Wendy Call
The filing of this statement does
not of ltss11 authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fded with the County
of Riverside on 4/28/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy ol the original
statement on tile in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
f iled In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The fil·
(ng of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business .
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common la w (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business a'nd
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2003-01214
p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

GLASSWORLD
9304-A Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Min Young Chung
24324 Hardy Drive
Oiamond Bar, CA 91765 ·
This business is conducted by
Individua l.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie·
tltlous name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
reel. (A registra nt who declares
as true, information which he Qr
sh e knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Min Young Chung
The filing o f this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious t>uslness
name ill violation of the rights of
another unde r federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
'
Statement flied with the County
of Rtverside on 4/22103.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
fifed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Ficlilious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The Iii·
ing of this sta tement does not
itself authori ze the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common la w (See Section
14411 , Et Seq,, Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO . R-2003-04256

p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STARLIGHT WELLNESS
10051 Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Georgina "E" Morales Martinez
843 S. lrolo St #203

p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

DREAM ISLAND

b &pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/29/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
fliell In the Office of the County
Cl etk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that tim e. The filing of this statement does not
itsetf authorize the use in this
state of a Flctitk>Us Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
144tt , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-04521
p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

TACOS GUADALAJARA
GUADALAJARA HAND WASH
53 t O Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Apolinar Martin del Campo

(NMN)
5386 Carol Way
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the ficti1ious
business name(s) listed above
on 8/15101.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, informaUon which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime,)
s/..Apolinar Martin del Campo
The filing of this statement does
not of itsetf authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4124/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be fled before that time. The fit•
ing of this stalemenl does not
itself authorize the use In this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in viola1ion of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
t 44 t 1, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003·04352
p. Ml. 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

TWO-ONE SHUTTERS
2045 CalifomiaAve.1110
Corona, CA 91719
Abel Hernandez Magana
3350 E. Concours #24E
Ontario, CA 91764
This business is conducted by
individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
l ransact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Abel Hernandez Magana
The filing of this statement does
not of Ilse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In viotation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement flted with the County
ot Riverside on 4122/03.
I hereby certify that 1his copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years trom the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business N ame Statement must
be ~led before that time. The fif.
Ing of this statement does not
Itself authorize the use In this
state ol a Fictitious 8'Jsiness
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
t 4411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clertc
FILE N O . R-2003-0424 2

p. 518, 5115, 5/22, 5129
The follow) ng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:

EZ2WIN.BIZ

3666 University Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
BIG Co-Op , Inc.
Riverside, CA 92501
DELAWARE 2229485
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information whk:h he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..J . Albert Sweene y, II,
President
LLC/AII 2229485
The filing of th is statement does
not of rtself a uthorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in vtclation of the rights of
another under federal, stat e, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business name statement expires
five yea·rs from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Cl erk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name State men, must
be filed before that time. The fi~
ing of this s tatement does not
itself authorize the use In this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
144 t t , Et Seq., B usiness and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<

1299 Tyler Street
Riverside, CA 92503
Makram Hanna Morkos
10457 Via Apolina
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious narne(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement Is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Makram H. Mortcos
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious buslness
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/02/03.
t hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the o riginal
statement on file in my off.ca.
NOTICE: This fictiti ous busi•
ness name statement expires
five years f rom the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement m ust
be filed before that time. The fling ot this statement does not
ttseH authorize the use in this
state of a Ftctitious Business
Na me in violation of the rights of·
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-04681

p. 5/8, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DISCOUNT OFFICE SOLUTIONS
4 553 Alondro Drive
• Riverside, CA 92509
Junies Jarryed Joseph
4553 Alondro Drive
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact bt.Jsiness under the fie.
tltious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.}
s/..Junies Joseph
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the usa in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &p code)
Statement fled wilh the County
o f Riverside on 4/10/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
filed In the Office of the County
Clertc.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement nws1
be filed before that time. The filing of this stalement does not
Itself authorize the use In this
state of a Fictl11ous Business
Name In vlotetfen of Ille rights c,f
a nother under federal, atate o r
common law (See Section
14411. Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-03849

p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The lollowlng person(s) is (are)
doing business as: ,
COMPLETELY JANITORIAL
5055 Canyon Crest Drive
Riverside, CA 92507
2948 Dorchester Circle
Corona, CA 9 287 9
Raymond Maurice Young
2 948 Dorchester Cir.
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
t ransact business under the fic,titious narne(s) listed abOve.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Rayrnond Young
The filing of this statement doe5
not of itsetf authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common 1aw·(sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with t he County
of Riverside on 5101/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
S1atement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clertc.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The fij.
ing of this stat ement does not
itsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clel1<
FILE NO. R-2003--04619
p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE HOT OOG GUY
1243 Columbia B-4
Riverside. CA 92507
640 Wesley St.
Banning, CA 92220
Kenneth William Jackson
640 Wesley St.
Banning, CA 92220
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fk>
titious name(s) listed above.
I declare that au the information
in this statement Is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Kenneth W. Jackson
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a ftctitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state. o r
common la)N (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5105,'03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on tile in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office ol the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement mus t
be filed before that lime. The IiIng of this statement does not
itself authorize the use In this

state of a Flctitious Business
Name in vidlation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common faw (See Section
14411 , E t Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-;!003-04725
p . 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

The folloWing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
ULTRA
AUTOMOTIVE
RECONDITIONING
ULTRA AUTO RECON
555 Main 51., S te. C
Riverside, CA 92&()1-1031
Uhra Dent Tools, Inc.
4071 Maplewood Pl.
Riverside, CA 92506
CALIFORNIA 2385281
2001

12-06-

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the ftctitious
business name(s) listed above
on Feb. 3 , 2003.
I declare that all the informa1ion
In this statement is true ind cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows 10 be false is guilty ol
a crime.)
&/.. Steven L. Hopf, President
LLC/AII 2385281
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/23103.
I hereby certify that t his copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my otfk:e.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fic titious
·Business Name Statement must
be f iled before that time. The fil•
ing of this statement does not
itseH authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2000-04285

p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

STATEMENT OF ABANDON·
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
lfhe following fictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned
by the following person(s):

TACOS GUADALAJARA
GUADALAJARA HAND WASH
5310 Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Leopoido Martin del Campo
5386 Carol Way
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 8115/01.
I declare that all the information
in this statement Is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, lnforrnatK>n which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
9/... Leopoldo Martin det Campo
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Riverside
County on 4/24/03.
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R -2001-06527

p. Ml, 5115, -5122, 5129
,O RDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER 391715
Petit k>ner or Attorney Twyla
Doreen Cox-Hal
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside
4050 Main St., (P.O. Box 431)
Riverside, CA 92502-043 1
Pet ition of
Twyl a Doreen Cox-Hall For
Change of Name
Petitioner Twyla Doreen CoxHall filed a petition w ith this
court for a decree changing
names as follows:
Twyl a Doreen Cox to TWyla
Doreen H adnot
The Court Orders that all persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below to
show cause, tt any, why the petition for change of name should
nol be granted.
June 17, 2003 Tlme: 9 :00 AM,
Dept. : 8
A copy of this Order to Show
Cause shaM be published at lea!
once each week for four successh!e weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in
the following newspaper of general circulation, printed in this
county Black Voice News.
Date: 4117/03
Robert Spitzer, Judge of the
Superior Court
p . 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WISE WORKS, INC.
23927 Eucalyptus
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P.O. Box 8512
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Wise Works, Inc.
CALIFORNIA CORP. 2467758
This business is conducted by
Other Non-Profit Corporation

12467758.
Registrant commenced to trans-act business under the fictittous
busmess name(s) listed above
on September 20, 2002.
I declare that all the information
in this statemenl is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he
she knows to be faise is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Oranda
L.
Morehead,
Director
LLC/AII 2467758 NonProtrt
Corp.
The filing of this statement does
not of itsetf au1horize the use in
this state ofa fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federa l, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5102/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on fil e in my office.
NOTICE: This fictit ious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new F ictilious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing o f this stalement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Actitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, st ate or
com mon law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R -2003-04695

°'

p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 615

Raul Cuevas (NMN)
390 Magnolia Cir.
Hemet, CA 92543
T his business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 04-07-03.
I declare that all t he Information
in this statement is true and cor•
reel. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be lalse is guilty of
a crime .)
s/.. Raul Cuevas
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a f,ctitious business
name in violat k>n of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/06/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of lhe original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictilious busi·
ness name statement expires
tive years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Slatement must
be filed before that time. The filing of t his statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Bus iness and
Professions Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04797

p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 615
Th e following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NAPA AU T O PART S O F
RIVERSIDE
· 2944 University Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 53347
Riverside, CA 92517
Napa Auto Parts of Riverside
Inc.
NEVADA
T his business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to trans·
act business under the fictitious
business nam&(s) listed above
on 04-01-87.
I declare that all the information
in this statement Is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows t o be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Thoma s Torres, Ill , President
LLC/Al#C-29930·2002
The filing of this statement does
not of itsel1 authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
com mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/07103.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictilious business name statement expires
five years from the date it wes
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fict itious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing o l this statement does not
Jtselt authorize the use In this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and

Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04869

p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 615
NOTICE OP PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE N O. 084006
Scot D. Stirling, (SBN 1 188063)
Law Offices of Scot D. Stirling,

Esq.
P.O. Box 1191
Riverside, CA 92502
Attorney
for.
MICH ELLE
BRANCH. Petitioner
Superior Court of California,
County ot Riverside
4050 Main Street, Riverside, CA
92501, Central
Estate of LEONARD BRANCH
NoUce of Petition to Administer
Estate of: L EONARD BRANCH
To all heirs, beneficiaries, credi·
tors, contingent creditors, and
persons who may otherwise be
Interested In the will or estate, or
both ot. LEONARO BRAN CH
A Petition tor Probate has been
filed by: MICHELLE BRANCH
In the Superior Court of
California,
County
of:
RIVERSIOE.
The Petit ion for
Probate
request s
that
MICHELLE
BRANCH be appointed as per•
sonal representattve to admlnls•
ter the estate of the decendent.
The Petition requests authority
to administer t he estate under
the Independent Administration
of Estates Act. (This authority
will allow the personal representative to take many actions without obtain ing court approval.
Before taking certain very
important actions , however. the
personal representative will be
required to give notice to inter•
ested persons unless they have
waived notice or consented to
the proposed action.) The
Independent
administration
authority will be granted unless
an interested person files an
objection to the petition and
shows gOOd cause why the
court should not grant the
authority.
A H earing on the petition will be
held on MAY 29, 2003, 8:45
A.M. DEPT. 1, 4050 Main St.

Riverside, CA 92501
If You Object to the granting ol
the petition, you should appear
at the hearing and state your
obejctions or file written objec•
tions with tha court before the
hearing. Your appearance may
be in person or by y®r attorney.
If You Are A Creditor or a contin·
gent creditor of the deceased,
you must file your claim with the
court and mail a copy to the personal representative appointed
by the court within four months
from the date of first issuance of
letters as provided in Probate
Code section 9100. The time
for filing claims w ill not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
You May Examine the file kept
by the court. If you are a person
interested in the estate, you
may file with the court a
Request For Special No tice
(form DE-154) ot the filing of an
inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any peetition
o r accounl as provided in
Probate Code section 1250. A
Request for Special Notice form
is available from the court clerk.
Petitioner Scot D. StiMing, (SBN
#188063, P.O . Box t t 9 t ,
Riverside, CA 92502
s/...S. 0 . Stirling Attorney For

Petitioner
p.

5115, 5122, 5129, 615

T he following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

DSRM

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CUEVAS TRUCKING
390 Magnolia
Hemet. CA 92543

c~.

25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Daniel James S herratt
25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

3/27, 413, 4110, 4117,
' 5122, 5/29, 6'5, 6112

p.

Michelle Ray Sherratt
25796 Cartier Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie·
titious name(s) listed above.
I declare thet all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Mlchelle Sherratt
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a flctttious business
name in v~ation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement o n file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing of this statement does not
itsetf authorize the use in this
state of a Rctitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-04985
p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 6'S
ORDER T O SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME

CASE NUM BER 392674
Petitioner o r Attorney Jason A.
Henry
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside
4050 Main St., ( P.O . Box 43 1)
Riverside, CA 92502-0431
Petition of
Jason Andrew Henry For
Change of Name
Petitioner Jason Henry filed a
petition with this court for a
decree changing names as fol·
lows:
Jason Andrew Henry to Jason
Andrew McKee.
The Court Orders that all persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below to
shpw cause, if any, why the peti•
lion for change of name should
not be granted,
6/18103, 8:30 a.m.. Dept. 6
A copy of this Order to Show
Cause shall be published at leat
once each week for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in
the following newspaper of g en•
eral circulat ion, printed in this
county Black Voice, 3585 Main
St .. Riverside, CA Ste. 201,
92501.
Oate: 515103
Sharon Watkins, Judge of the
Superior Court
p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 6'S

AMENDED
The folloWing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BEAUMONT MESA, A J O INT
VENTURE
6 141 Riverside Ave .. Ste. 3
Riverside, CA 92506
Alvin ChaMes Nejedl y
6141 Riverside Ave., #3

Riv.tslft, CA-9!506

AMENDED
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTI•
TIO US BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned
by the following person(s):

C & P INTENSITY
1333 Reche Canyon Rd. #702
Colton, CA 92324
Jason Alexander Perkins
1333 Reche Canyon Rd. #702
Colton, CA 92324
Lloyd Dewitt Cook
1333 Roche Canyon Rd. #702
Colton, CA 92324
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on September
12, 2002.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a Crime.)
s/...Jason A. Perkins
This statement was filed with
the County Cieri< of Riverside
County on 3114/Q3.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2002-08617
p . 3/27, 413. 4110, 4/17,

5122, 529, 6'S, 6112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as;
EAGLE SALES PRODUCT
22876 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Najwa Sadik (NMN)
6549 Balzac C ircle
Riverside, C A 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant Ms not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true &nd cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Najwa Sadik
The f iling of this statement does
not of itsetf authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stat8, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5107/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This f ictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was .
filed in the Office of the County
Cieri<.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Sect ion
14411, Et Seq.. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-04816

p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The follo-.ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MEDICINE WOMAN · NATIVE
THERA PY
66070 Pierson Blvd.. Unit B
• ~~, O.A~240

Sam Harmatz
1944"1 Ironwood Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Frances Margaret Vasquez
2865 Calle Sausalilo
Riverside, C A 92503

Craig Bernard Hodowskl
2206 Gondar Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90815

Christine JeB11nette Vong
2865 Calle Sausalito
Riverside, CA 92503

This business is conducted by
Joint Venture.
Registrant commenced to trans•
act business under the f ictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 1978.
I declare 1hat all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
reel. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. A.C. Nejedly, Gen. Partner
The filing of lhis statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitK>US business
name in violation of the rights of
another under f ederal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 3/18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious b usiness name statement exP4res
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name St atement must
be filed before that time. T he filing of this statement does not
itself, aulhorize the use in this
slate of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation pl the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clertc
FILE NO. R-2003-02913

p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4/17,

5122, 5129, 615, 6/12
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ABOV E THE BEST BAIL

Donna Susan Goldsberry

2044 Maycrest Avenue
South Pasadena, CA 91030
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has oot yet begun 10
transact business under the 0ctitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is t rue and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Frances Margaret Vasquez
The filing at this statement does
not of 1tsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his f ict itious business name statement expires
1ive years from the date it was
fifed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The Iii·
ing of this statement does not
itsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name ln violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cl erk
FILE NO. R-2003·04983

p. 5122, 5129. 615. 6112

4049 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92501

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
GINA'S ICE CREAM
23416 Rolanda Dr.
Moreno Va lley, CA 92553

Tlmothy Joe Stocks
3415 N. Mayfield Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92405

Georgina Jacques (NMN)
23416 Rolanda Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Re~istrant commenced to trans•
act business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 4/1/ 98.
I declare that all the information
in lhis sta1ement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Timothy J . Stocks
The filing of this statement does
QOt of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440' et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2127/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The Iii·
ing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state at a FictitlOus B usiness
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Prolessions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-021 7 1

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the info rmation
in this statement is t rue and correct. (A regiStrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows 10 be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Georgina Jacques
The filing of this statement does
nol of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5112/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fi ctitious
Business Name Statement must
be lied before that-time. The filing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
I
state of a Flctltlous Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
144 t 1 1 E~ Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-05033

BONDS

p. 5122, 5129. 615, 6112

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SLEN DER
LADY
OF

MORENO VALLEY
12125 Day St. N209
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Winston Enterprises, Inc.
12226 Baltimore Ave,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
CALIFORNIA 2487517
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie·
titious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in th is statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is gu1Uy of
a crime.)
s/.. Albat ine Winston, President
LLCIAI# 2487517
The filing of this stalement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5114/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
frve years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-05115
p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO
SELL A LCOHOLIC BEVER-

AGES
Date of Filing Application: May
9, 2003
To Whom II May Concern:
The Name(s) of the
Apptlcant(s) is/are:
WM ENTERPRISES LLC
The applican1s listed above are
applying to the Department ol
Alcoholic Beverage Control to
sell alco!,olic beverages at:
3597 MAIN ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
Type of licene(s) Applied for:
47 • ON- SALE GENERAL
EATING PLACE

p. 5122, 5129, 615
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
GALMAY
CONSULTI NG,
INVESTMENTS P LUS
28472 Alessandro B llld.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
P.O. Box 203
Moreno Valley, CA 92556-0203
Liza Maya OiGalizla
28472 Alessandro B lvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business. is conducled by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) iisted above.
I dectare that all the information
in this statement Is true and cor•
reet. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information whteh he or
she knows to be false is guilty of

a c"")
s/.. Llza DiGallz1a, Owner
The fili~g of th,s statement doe,;,
not of itself authorize the use [n,
this state of a fictrtious business;
name in vloJatlon of the rights of'
another under federal, state, o,..
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.'

!

b &p code)

Statement filed with the Coun¾
of R iverside on 5113/03.
•
I hereby certify that this copy 1,..
a correct copy of the onginaN
statement on_ file in my office. 4
NOTICE: This fictitious busiA
ness name statement e)(pirel
five years from the date it
filetl in the Office of the Coun~
Clerk.
A new Fictitiou~
Business Name Slatement must,
be filed before t hat time. The Iii ◄
Ing of this statement does natl:
itself authorize the use In thistate of a Fictitious Busines~
Name in violation of lhe rights oa,
another under federal, stat e o,
common law (See SectiO'\j
14411, Et Seq,, Business andj
Professions Code).
•
GARY L. ORSO, County Elerk 4
FILE NO. R-2003-05081
•

wa(

p. 5/22, 5129, 615, 611!The following person(s) is (are(
doing business as:
•

IM&D FINANCIAL
•
9496 Mag nolia Ave. , Suite 2064

B

•

•4◄

Riverside, CA 92503

I.M. Navarro Corp.
9496 Magnolia Ave., Suite

206•

B

'

Riverside, CA 92503
CALIFORNIA 2514227

•

t

'7

4
This business is conducted b/
Corporation
~
Registrant has not yel begun
transact business under the fie~
titious name(s) listed above. ◄
I declare that all the informatiofl
In this statement is true and cor~
rect. (A registrant who declares'
as true, informatk>n which he of
she knows to be false is guilty o~
a crime.)
1
s/..lvan Navarro, President
,
LLCIAI# 2514227
1
The filing of this statement does;
not of itself authorize the use int
this ~tate of a fictitio us business'
name in violat ion of the rights ol
another under federal, stale, o~
common law (sec. 14-40 et. seq
1
b &p code)
◄
Statement filed with the Coun~
of Riverside on Sit 6/03.
•
I hereby certify that this copy iSI
a correct copy of the originastatement on file in my office. '
NOTICE: This fictitious busll
ness name statement expire(
five years from the date it wa~
filed in the Office of t he Counl1',
Clerk.
A new Fict itiouw
Business Name Statement musll
be tiled before t hat time. The fil-'
ing of this statement does n~
itself authorize the use in thtS"
state of a Fictitious &sines~
Name in vk>lation of the rights o~
another under federal , state or,
common law (See Sectiont
14411, Et Seq., Business and!
Professions Code).
'
GARY L. ORSO, County Cl~rl<'
FILE NO. R-2003-05233
~
p. 5/22, 5129, 615, 611'1

''lt

J

N OTICE OF APPLIC ATION TOJ
SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVER· 4
AGES
J

J

Date of Filing Application: Aprl~
29, 2003
J
To Whom It May Concern:
,
The Name(s) of the
J
Applicant(•) is/are:
J
SAN¢ H EZ JUANA
4
TORCHIA ALFREDO
◄
The applicants listed above are'
applying lo the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control to ~
sell alclli1otic beverages at:
J
5250 ARLINGTON AVENUE J
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
J
Type of li cene(s) Applied for: '
41 • ON-SALE BEER AND 4

J
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WINE • EATING PLACE

p. 5/22
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
KINGDOM CHRIST IAN BUSI·
,.NESS DIRECTORY
19510 Van Buren Blvd. F3 #141
Riverside, CA 92508
Alfred Nathan Goodloe
8924 Easton St.
Riverside, CA 9'2508
This business is conducted by

another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003·05409

p. 5129, 615, 5/12, 5/19
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
COMFORT INN IN MORENO
VALLEY .
23330 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
4964 Marin Or.
Oceanside, CA 92056

p. 5/29, 615, 5/12, 6119

Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie•
titious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of

Yoon Kyu Chang
4964 Marin Or.
Oceanside, CA 92056

a crime.)

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information w hich he or
she knows to b& false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Yoon Kyu Chang
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5120/03.
I hereby cert~ that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious b usiness name statement eKpires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The fil.
ing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, staJe or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-05325
p . 5/29. 615, 5112, 6119

s/.A~red Nathan Goodloe
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business

11ame in violation of the rights of
anolher under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/01/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statenient expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictit ious
Business Name Statement m ust
be filed before that lime. The Iii·
Ing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411. Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03498

p. 4110, 4/17, 4124, 5/1
5129, 615, 5/12, 6/19
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
RHEMA WATER
1820 Hamner Ave., Ste. #A
Norco, CA 92860
P.O. Box 6339
Corona. CA 92878-6339
Mark A. Thomas Ministries, Inc.
Corona, CA 92878
CALIFORNIA #2185513
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on December 1999.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows to be l'lfse Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Mark A. Thomas, President
LLC/AI# CA#2185513
The filing of this statement does
not of itself aulhorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5121/03.
I hereby cenify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in Iha Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that lime. The filing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
3 fa te of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of

of Riverside on 5/22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing of this statement does not
itsetf authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-05448
p. 5/29, 615, 6/12, 5/19

filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The Iii·
ing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use In this
state of . a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under fE!deral, state or
common law (See Section
, 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Coda).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-05095

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HAIR WE GOI BEAUTY SUP·
PLY
HEAD2TOE BOUTIQUE
LYNETTE'S BEAUTY SUPPLY
FASHION FLARE
FASHION FLARE BE AU TY
SUPPLY
A FASHION 4 FLARE
3940 California Ave. #A
Norco, CA 92860

Mijung Kimberty Chang

4964 Marin Or.
Oceanside, CA 92056

Adam Nicholas Blancarte
1420 1/2 Fullerton Ave.
Corona, CA 92879

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the tictitious
business name(s) listed above
on Dec. 2000.
I declare that all the information
In this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/. Lynette Gayle
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of th~ rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement flied with the Cou nty
of Riverside on 5/06/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
fi led In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The fil·
ing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights ot
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04764
p. 5129, 615, 5/12, 6119

Stephanie Michelle Sadler
1420 f/2 Fullerton Ave .
Corona, CA 92879

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
In this statement ls true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, infom,ation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.}
s/James A. Harrison, MD
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Stalemenl filed with the County
of Riverside on 5113/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE; This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was

This business i~ conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 2/03.
I declare that all the infom,ation
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knqws to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Noarjahan Tanamand
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In
this state of a fittitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County

p. 5/29, 615, 6112, 5/19
ORDE R TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER 391198
Petitioner or Attorney Sara
Vance
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside
4050 Main St.. (P.O. Box 431 )

Riverside. CA 92502-0431
Petition of
Sara Vance For Change of
Name
Petitioner Sara Vance filed a
petition with this court for a
decree changing names as follows:
Sara Beth Vance to Sara Beth
Allen
The Court Orders that all per-

sons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at
the hearing indicated bek,l.,y to
show cause, if any, why the petition for change of name should
not be granted,
July 2, 2003 Time: 8:30 AM,
Dept.: 4
A copy of this Order to Show
Cause shall be published at leat
once each week for four successive weeks prior to the date

set for hearing on the petition in
the following newspaper of general circulation, printed in this
county Black Voice News.
Date: 5115/03
E. Michael Kaiser, Judge of the
Superior Court

p. 5129, 615, 6/12, 6119

It's easy to make sure.
Ask Mom to:

1

Find your little one's
shot record and show
it to your doctor or
health care provider.
Take your little
·ones to get all their
shots on time.

"") Stay on sch edulea little sh ot can
make a b ig
d ifference!

J

For more informat ion, ·
contact your local
Im munization Prog ram.
M ake su re your· grandkids
are up t o date.

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HOPE RISING REALTY
24487 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley. CA 92553

Noarjahan Tanamand (NMN)
733 East E. Street
Ontario, CA 91764

FILE NO. R-2003-05517

Are your grandkids
safe from p reventable
childhood d iseases?

This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant commenced to trans•
act buSf!'\ess under the fictitious
busines~ name(s) listed above
on 4/30/63.
I declare that all the infom,ation
in this statement is true and car•
rect. (A registrant who declares·
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Adam Blancarte, Co-Partner
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/02/03.
I hereby cenify that this copy is
a oorrect copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that lime. The filing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARV L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-04656
p . 5129. 615. 6112, 5/19

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PURRFECT AUTO SERVICE
24320 Sunnymead Blvd.
Mo reno Valley, CA 92553

James Alvin Harrison
23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valley. CA 92557

Clerk.
A new •Fictit ious
Business Name Statement must
be filed before that time. The filing of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of lhe rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Cooe).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk

Grandma,
am I up
to date?

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
VOU DES E RVE IT HOM E
SERVICES
1420 1/2 Fullerton Ave .
Corona, CA 92879

Lynette Andrea Gayle
17015 La Vida Ct.
Fontana, CA 92337

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MORENO VA L,LEV IMMEDIATE CARE CE NTER
12199 Heacock St.. Sutte 6
Moreno Valley. CA 92557
12190 Perris Blvd\ Stte F-184
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/27/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of lhe original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County

Thu rsday, May 29, 2003

Courage Ose Ekhaguere
15585 Nueces Cl.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun 10
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Courage Ekhaguere
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
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California Coalition for Chi ldhood Immunization
909 12th Street, Suite 200, Sacr amento, CA 95814
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Drivers wanted
2003 Volkswagen GTI

■

■.

2003 Volkswagen Passat GL

MSRP . .. ... . ......... . ...$21,280

f.

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

$1395
MS RP

NET COST TO YOU!

Arrowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program
VIN #340 47457

. . . $23,400

NET COST TO VOUI

Official Dealer Direct Dealer
VIN #3P343542
1@ this Price

1 @ lhis Price

2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL
MSRP . .

$1,401

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

2003 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible

. ..$1 7 ,675

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

$1 044

NET COST TO YOUI

IN STOCK
NOW!!!

$16,631
VIN #3M051703
1@ this Price

www.freewaylm-vw.com
. THe n8\V Volk•fl• Warranty ls.:ao·much -better, it might -very well.bring tea~ of joy to your ey~.,,
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• Basic War.ra~ ; ·~ ye~rsJs:o,qpQ rriiles (whichever .,.occurs first) Limited New
d, ,Vehicle V~arranfy. "!\Wear & Je~litems ilnd adjustments excluded after initial 12
months/12,000
miles (whichever
occurs first).
fo
.;;i l ' i ·
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r9adside assistance.
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• AnJi-Corrosioo**: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corros·
~~ra~. .
.
•courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association .(AAA) and their affiliated clubs in th.f'Ui
*t6~year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation ava,ifable on the Cabrio. ·
8-year unlimit~d mileage Limit~d w arranty Against Corrosion Perforation _available on the E'uroVan.

.._A.L.
,,

-~To~~~~

Arrowhead Credtt Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

FRE E WAY S U PERSTOR E

Ford
Credit

c~

909/889-3514 • 1-800'-237-8115

1

1600 CAM INO REAL, SAN BERNARD INO
All vehicles s ubject lo prio'. sale, Plus tax lie .. doc. (smog if any). On approved credit. Musi see dealer for details. Standard nules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close of business 06/01 /03.

.
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AREA SCHOOLS SHINE AT CI.F FINALS

.

Rialto Knights - 4x100 Relay Team (L-R) Ryan Grice-Mullins, Larry Collier, Francis Nunez and Daniel Green. The San Bernardino Pacific's .• 4x100 Relay Team (L-R) Andrew Williams, Trayvon Ellis, James Davis and Tra'von
Knights ran a 43.33 placing 5th but failed to qualify f\ir the Master's Meet.
Flournoy. Pacific ran a 43.10, but also failed to qualify for advancement to the Master's Meet.

LOCAL RUNNERS SPRINT TOWARD .A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

RIVERSIDE NORTH DOMINATES AGAIN!
by a landslide.

Riverside North's girls tun away from the
competition and never look back!

By Jon D. Gaede
Bvn Staff

by G. Montgomery
BVN Staff

The girls from J. W North take the CIF Track & Field title

. Cerritos - The· early morning hours of MaY. 24th,
2003 were overcast and cool. Like thoroughbred horses in the paddock, the pristine track & field athletes of
J.W. North High School gathered around coach
Leathers for a few words of wisdom.
He calmly told Gayle Hunter and Lena Bettis to
begin warming up and then report for their triple and
long jump competitions. He then turned his head the
other direction and informed super senior Ashlee
Brown (Penn State bound) to gather her 400m relay
team and begin to warm up.
Coach Leathers has been here before, however,
he could not have predicted the success and dominance his girls would experience and dish out over the
next few hours.
Principal Dale Kinnear, friends, and family members were on hand to witness athletic competition and
superiority at the highest level in many years.
Some 40 schools fielded competitive track teams
for the CIF Southern Section final. There were sever-·
al impressive individual performances during the day.
Athens may be too soon, but look out for L.A.
Baptist's Allyson Felix to hit the national scene in a
couple of years. Only a junior, Allyson won the 100m,
200m, and anchored her 400m relay team to a new
national record of 47.64. Former nine time Olympic
gold medalist Carl Lewis was very impressed by .h er
times and hopes she goes to college and takes her
time.

.,·

Moreno Valley's DeAna Carson scored all 30 of
her teams points as a freshman. Riverside King's
Orlisha Henion won the Division 2 title on the high
jump at 5-4.
Saving the best for last, led by Ashlee Brown who
won the 100m, 200m, 400m relay and took second in
the 300m low hurdles, the Riverside J .W. North girls
track team beat the next nearest team by 99 points!
They won the CIF Southern Section Title with 136
points over Woodbridge who scored 37 points for second.
The sun was shining brightly as Brown, Hunter,
Bettis, Ward, Manning, Tupour all scored in multiple
events and Coach Leathers calmly accepted another
title in a career that has seen so many.

Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN
North's Feared Four - 4x1 oo Relay Team (L-R) Lena Bettis, Tanika Ward, Ashlee
Brown and Dominique Manning. North ran a 46.74 and easily qualified for the
Master's Meet on Friday evening.

Cerritos -The 2003 CIF-SS Track and Field championships are in the book. The old saying, "the more
things change, the more they stay the same" is more
than a fitting description for this year's event. J.W.
North's girls team was overpowering. Running in division 2 this year after the CIF realignment that restored
school enrollment as the competition critera.
North scored 136 total team points, with the next
closest school scoring only 37 points. Long Beach
Poly continued its dominance in Division I with both
girls and boys teams finishing first, followed closely by
crosstown rival Long Beach Wilson.
As impressive as North's dominance was, track and
field fans are awaiting the battle between North, Poly
and Wilson. These perenial power houses have combine for 8 of the last 9 State Championships, with every
expectation that their dominance will continue in 2003.

CIF CHAMPIONSHIPS
Local Qua Iifiers

~.-

Division I

• "'t-.

Canyon Springs

MO Valley View
Murietta Valley
Redlands(EV)

Division II
J. W. North's Coach Charles Leathers (L) and hrs assistant, Coach Robert Attica!
take a moment to enjoy one the most dominant championship performances in
recent history

J.W. North

.,,
,1

Joh Geade can be reached at 909.640.0874

Riverside King

a

Rialto Eisenhower's Christian Ducree running the 400 meter Relay. IKE finished 9th with a time of 50.09.

Josh Gibson-Long Jump
Josh Gibson-High Jump
Adam fy1edina-Discus Throw
Brian Thompson-11 0 H/H
400 Relay
Ian Ritchie-800 meters
Liza Pasciuto-1600 meters
1600 Relay Team

ising Star-LA Baptist's Allyson Felix is all smiles after winning the
200-meter in 22.88.
·

.,,
f

Ashlee Brown-100 meters
Ashlee Brown-100-LH
Ashlee Brown-300-LH
Ashlee Brown-400 Relay
Ashlee BrownTanika Ward-100 meters
Tanika Ward-400 Relay
Lili Calhoun-400 meters(alt)
Lili Calhoun-300 LH '
Lili Calhoun-1600 Relay
Domenique Manning-100 LH
Domenique Manning-300-LH
Domenique Manning-400 Aly
Lorraine King-1600 Relay
Gayle Hunter-100 LH
Gayle Hunter-Long Jump
Gayle Hunter-Triple Jump
Lena Bettis-400 Relay
Lena Bettis-1600 Relay
Orlisha Henion-High Jump

, The CIF Master's Meet will be held on Friday, May
30th at Cerritos College Stadium. Field events start
at 5 p.m.

